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INDEX '003 
Date: 5/24/2012 Sec udicial District Court - L~tah County User: RANAE 
Time: 02:58 PM ROA Report 
Page 1 of 2 Case: CV-2011-0001163 Current Judge: John R. Stegner 
William Richard Trottier vs. State Of Idaho, Dept Of Transportation 
William Richard Trottier vs. State Of Idaho, Dept Of Transportation 
Date Code User Judge 
10/28/2011 NCOC SUE New Case Filed - Other Claims John R. Stegner 
APER SUE Plaintiff: Trottier, William Appearance John John R. Stegner 
Wayne Walker 
SUE Filing: L3 - Appeal or petition for judicial review or John R. Stegner 
cross appeal or cross-petition from commission, 
board, or body to district court Paid by: Walker, 
John Wayne (attorney for Trottier, William) 
Receipt number: 0189584 Dated: 10/28/2011 
Amount: $88.00 (Cashiers Check) For: Trottier, 
William (plaintiff) 
MOTN SUE ExParte Motion for Stay Pending Appeal John R. Stegner 
HRSC SUE Hearing Scheduled (Attention 04/30/2012 08:00 John R. Stegner 
AM) Rule 16 
ORDR SUE Order for Stay Pending Appeal John R. Stegner 
11/10/2011 NOTC SUE Notice of Lodging of Agency Record John R. Stegner 
11/14/2011 NOAP SUE Notice Of Appearance John R. Stegner 
APER SUE Defendant: State Of Idaho, Dept Of John R. Stegner 
Transportation Appearance Edwin L. Litteneker 
REQU SUE Request for Scheduling Conference John R. Stegner 
NOTC SUE Notice of Estimate of Transcript Cost John R. Stegner 
11/16/2011 REQU SUE Request for Copy of Agency Record John R. Stegner 
11 /28/2011 NOTC SUE Notice of Filing Agency Record John R. Stegner 
MISC SUE Agency Record John R. Stegner 
12/9/2011 HRSC TERRY Hearing Scheduled (Appellate Argument John R. Stegner 
03/19/2012 10:00 AM) 
12/13/2011 NOTC SUE Notice of Filing Transcript John R. Stegner 
12/14/2011 ORDR SUE Order Setting Briefing Schedule John R. Stegner 
1/11/2012 BREF SUE Petitioner's Brief RE: Commercial Driver's John R. Stegner 
License 
2/15/2012 BREF SUE Brief of the Idaho Transportation Department John R. Stegner 
2/23/2012 REPL BETH Reply Brief and Motion for Leave to Present John R. Stegner 
Additional Evidence of Petitioner William Trottier 
Regarding Commercial Driver's License 
3/19/2012 DCHH TERRY Hearing result for Appellate Argument scheduled John R. Stegner 
on 03/19/2012 10:00 AM: District Court Hearing 
Held 
Court Reporter: Sheryl L. Engler 
Number of Transcript Pages for this hearing 
estimated: less than 70 pages 
3/29/2012 ORDR BETH Order Vacating Commerical Driver's License John R. Stegner 
Suspension and Remanding To Idaho 
Transportaion Department with Instructions to 
Reinstate Driver's License 
{){)4 
Date: 5/24/2012 
Time: 02:58 PM 
Page 2 of 2 
Se co m:llicial District Court - Latah County 
ROA Report 
Case: CV-2011-0001163 Current Judge: John R. Stegner 
William Richard Trottier vs. State Of Idaho, Dept Of Transportation 
User: RANAE 
William Richard Trottier vs. State Of Idaho, Dept Of Transportation 
Date Code User Judge 
~~~-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~~~~~~ 
5/1/2012 RANAE Filing: L4 -Appeal, Civil appeal or cross-appeal to John R. Stegner 
Supreme Court Paid by: Litteneker, Edwin L. 
5/14/2012 
5/22/2012 
BNDC 
NAPL 
REQU 
MISC 
MISC 
RANAE 
RANAE 
BETH 
RANAE 
RANAE 
(attorney for State Of Idaho, Dept Of 
Transportation) Receipt number: 0194217 
Dated: 5/1/2012 Amount: $101.00 (Cashiers 
Check) For: State Of Idaho, Dept Of 
Transportation (defendant) 
Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 194218 Dated John R. Stegner 
5/1/2012 for 22.50) 
Notice Of Appeal 
Request for Additional Transcript and Record 
S.C. - Notice of Appeal Filed (T) 
S.C. - Clerk's Certificate Filed 
John R. Stegner 
John R. Stegner 
John R. Stegner 
John R. Stegner 
WALKER& PATTINSON 
Attorneys at Law 
1208 Alturas Drive 
P. 0. Box 8447 
Moscow, Idaho 83 843 
Telephone: 208-882-4536 
Facsimile: 208-882-4580 
Attorney for Petitioner 
WILLIAM TROTTIER 
Petitioner, 
VS. 
#1512 
STATE OF IDAHO 
TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT, 
Respondent. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No.: 
Fee Category: L3 
Fee: $88.00 
Petitioner, William Trottier, by and through his attorney, hereby seeks judicial review of 
the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law and Preliminary Order ("Order") issued by the 
Idaho Transportation Department ("ITD'') on October 13, 2011, in ITD File No. 657A05885297, 
a copy of which is attached hereto. 
1. Said order was issued following an administrative license suspension hearing 
conducted on October 11, 2011. 
2. The ALS hearing was recorded by Hearing Examiner Michael B. Howell, and 
ITD should be in possession of such recording. 
3. The issues on judicial review include, but are not limited to: 
A. A lack of reasonable and articulable suspicion to justify the stop; 
PETITION FOR JUDJ!CIAJL REVIJEW 
00 
B. The Defendant passed the field sobriety tests; and 
C. The officer failed to adequately monitor and provide for the statutory 
minimum fifteen (15) minute observation period 
4. A transcript of the ALS hearing conducted on October 11, 2011, is hereby 
requested. 
5. Counsel for Petitioner hereby certifies that all costs for preparation of the 
transcript and/or record will be paid upon receipt of an estimate for the same. 
v"J(/ t}t.f. 
thisaQL day of October, 2011. 
CERTIFICATE OJF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the~~ of October, 2011, I served a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing document by the method indicated and addressed to the following: 
Idaho Transportation Department 
Drivers Services, Admin. Hrg. Section 
P.O. Box 7129 
Boise, ID 83707 
¥ U.S. Mail 
---
Hand Delivered 
---
--- Overnight Mail 
__ Facsimile (208) 332-2002 
~Walker 
PETITION FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW 2 
007 
IN TpE IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT 
In the Matter of the 
Driving Privileges of 
WILLIAM RICHARD TROTTIER, 
License No. JA372300I 
STATE OF IDAHO 
File No. 657A05885297 
FINDINGS OF FACT AND 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW AND 
PRELIMINARY ORDER 
THIS MATTER came on for hearing on October 11, 2011, by 
telephone conference. The respondent participated in the hearing 
through his attorney, John W. Walker. 
The Hearing Examiner, having considered the matter herein, 
and being advised in the premises and the law, makes the following: 
FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
I. 
Records of the Department demonstrate that respondent failed 
a test to determine the driver's alcohol concentration administered 
by a police officer on or about July 2, 2009, the State of Washington 
and again on September 3, 2011, in Latah County, State of Idaho. All 
of the incidents were while the respondent was operating a non 
commercial vehicle. 
II. 
Respondent holds a Class A, B or C driver's license. 
III. 
Idaho Code, Section 18-8002A provides for the penalties 
associated with the failure of a blood alcohol test but is not 
intended to be all inclusive of all consequences that may result from 
an arrest for driving under the influence or for the failure of a 
blood alcohol test. The Idaho Code and the regulations of the 
Department of Transportation contain other civil consequences for 
such action. 
IV. 
The driver had a separate administrative hearing on the 
administrative license suspension issued on September 3, 2011, and 
the suspension was upheld. That decision is currently on appeal to 
FINDINGS OF FACT, ETC. - 1 I, 008 
the district court and the district court entered an order dated 
October 6, 2011, staying the Findings of Fact And Conclusions of Law 
and Order and the enforcement of the administrative license 
suspension, but the suspension has not been vacated or set aside. 
V. 
Idaho Code, Section 49 104(14) (b) provides that for purposes 
of disqualification or withdrawal of commercial vehicle driving 
privileges that an unvacated determination that a person has violated 
the law, which would include a finding that the person had violated 
Idaho Code, Section 18-8002A, is a conviction for purposes of 
disqualifying commercial privileges, even though the same is on 
appeal. 
VI. 
The disqualification of the driver's commercial driving 
privileges is a consequence unique to commercial drivers that 
resulted from his failure of the breath test and is in addition to 
any consequences contained in Idaho Code, Section 18-8002A. 
VII. 
The Administrative License Suspension proceedings as set 
forth in Idaho Code, Section 49-8002A are separate and distinct from 
and not relevant to the disqualification of commercial driving 
privileges except that the result forms the basis of the 
disqualification in this matter. 
VIII. 
Idaho Code, Section 49-335(4) / provides that a person is 
disqualified from operating a commercial motor vehicle for the period 
of time set forth in 49 CFR part 383 if found to have committed two 
or more of any of the offenses specified in Idaho Code, Section 49-
335 (1) or (2) / or any combination or those offenses/ arising from 
two or more separate incidents. 
IX. 
Failing a test to determine the driver's alcohol 
concentration while driving a non-commercial vehicle is an offense 
included in those ~pecified in Idaho Code, Section 49 335(1) and is a 
major offense as described in Table 1 to 49 CFR 383.51. 
FINDINGS OF FACT 1 ETC. - 2 009 
x. 
49 CFR part 383.51 provides that a person is disqualified for 
life upon a second conviction of a major offense. 
XI. 
IDAPA 39.02.70, regulations of the Department of 
Transportation preclude the issuance of a restricted permit to 
respondent for the operation of a commercial vehicle. 
PRELIMINARY ORDER 
Based upon the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law 
entered herein the hearing examiner enters the following preliminary 
order subject to the terms and conditions set forth in Appendix A, 
which is attached and made a part of this documenti 
That WILLIAM RICHARD TROTTIER is disqualified from operating 
a commercial motor vehicle for life pursuant to the provisions of 
Idaho Code. His class D privileges shall not be affected. The 
respondent shall not be allowed entry into the restricted license 
program. 
DATED this 13th day of October, 2011. 
FINDINGS OF FACT, ETC. 3 
MICHAEL B. HOWELL 
Hearing Examiner 
... 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 13th day of October, 2011, I 
mailed a true and accurate copy of the foregoing FINDINGS OF FACT, 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW AND PRELIMINARY ORDER by depositing the same in 
the United States mail, postage prepaid, addressed to: 
WILLIAM RICHARD TROTTIER 
c/o John W. Walker, Atty 
PO Box 8447 
Moscow, ID 83843 
FINDINGS OF FACT, ETC. - 4 
.. 01-1 
THIS IS A ORDER OF THE HEARING OFFICER. It can and will become final 
without further action of the Hearing Officer unless any patty petitions for reconsideration to the Hearing 
Officer issuing this Preliminary Order or petitions for review to the Director. 
Any party may file a petition for the Hearing Officer's reconsideration of this Preliminary Order within 
fourteen (14) days of the service date of this Order. The Hearing Officer issuing this Preliminary Order will 
dispose of the petition for reconsideration within twenty-one (21) days of its receipt, or the petition will be 
considered denied by operation of law. See section 67-5243(3 ), Idaho Code. (Paiiies should not combine a 
petition for reconsideration to the Hearing Officer with a petition for review to the Director. If a party wishes 
to petition the Director after receiving a ruling from the Hearing Officer on a petition for reconsideration, the 
petition to the Director should be filed according to the following provisions.) 
Within fourteen (14) days after: 
(a) the service date of this Preliminary Order, 
(b) the service date of the Hearing Officer's denial of a petition for reconsideration from this 
Preliminary Order, or 
( c) the failure within twenty-one (21) days of the Hearing Officer to grant or deny a petition for 
reconsideration from this Preliminary Order, any party may in writing petition for review or take exceptions to 
any part of this Preliminary Order and file briefs in suppo1i of the pa1iy's position on any issue in this 
proceeding to the Director. Otherwise, this Preliminary Order will become a Final Order of the Depaiiment 
If any party petitions for review before or takes exceptions to this Preliminary Order to the Director, 
opposing pa1iies shall have twenty-one (21) days to respond before the Director to the petition for review or 
exceptions. Written briefs in support of or taking exceptions to this Preliminary Order shall be filed with the 
Director. The Director may review this Preliminary Order on its own motion. 
If the Director reviews this Preliminary Order, the Director shall allow all pa1iies an opportunity to file 
briefs in suppmi of or taking exceptions to this Preliminary Order and may schedule oral argument in the matter 
before issuing a Final Order. The Director will issue a Final Order within fifty-six (56) days of receipt of the 
written briefs or oral argument, whichever is later, unless waived by the parties or for good cause shown. The 
Director may remand the matter to the Hearing Officer for further evidentiary hearings if furiher factual 
development of the record is necessary before issuing a Final Order. 
Pursuant to sections 67-5270 and 67-5272, Idaho Code, if this Preliminary Order becomes final, any party 
aggrieved by the Final Order or Orders previously issued in this case may appeal the Final Order and all 
previously issued Orders in this case to district court by filing a petition in the district corni of the county in 
which: 
(a) A hearing was held, 
(b) The final agency action was taken, . 
(c) The paity seeking review of the Order resides, or 
(d) The real property of personal property that was the subject of the agency action is located. 
The appeal must be filed within twenty-eight (28) days of this Preliminary Order becoming final. See 
section 67-5273, Idaho Code. The filing of an appeal to district comi does not itself stay the effectiveness or 
enforcement of the Order under appeal. 
APPENDIX A 0 
WALKER & PATTINSON 
Attorneys at Law 
1208 Alturas Drive 
0. Box 8447 
Moscow, Idaho 83 84 3 
Telephone: 208-882-4536 
Facsimile: 208-882-4580 
Attorney for Petitioner 
IN 
OF 
WILLIAM TROTTIER 
Petitioner, 
VS. 
STATE OF IDAHO 
TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT, 
Respondent. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No.:C~ \/ c:l 0 tl ( J LO ,J 
JEXPARTJE MOTION STAY 
PENDING APPEAL 
Petitioner, by and through his attorney and pursuant to LC. § 67-5274, moves this court 
for entry of an order staying the execution and/or enforcement of the Findings of Fact and 
Conclusions of Law and Order issued by the Idaho Transportation Department ("ITD") on 
October 13, 2011, in ITD File No. 657A05885297, which disqualified Mr. Trottier from 
operating a commercial motor vehicle for life for an alleged second failure of evidentiary testing 
for alcohol concentration pursuant to LC. § l 8-8002A. 
Relief is requested upon grounds including, but not limited to, the following: 
1. A stay of the Order and suspension of driving privileges is necessary to preserve 
Petitioner's driving privileges during the pendency of appeal. Without such relief, petitioner will 
be necessarily denied, as a practical matter, the relief which he is seeking by way of his appeal; 
and 
EXP ARTE MOTION FOR STAY 
PENDING APPEAL 013 
2. A stay is necessary in the interests of justice. 
this 28th day of October, 2011. 
EXPARTE MOTION FOR STAY 
PENDING APPEAL 2 
014 
W ALICER & PATTINSON 
Attorneys at Law 
1208 Alturas Drive 
0. Box 8447 
Moscow, Idaho 83843 
Telephone: 208-882-4536 
Facsimile: 208-882-4580 
Attorney for Petitioner 
WILLIAM TROTTIER 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
#1512 
STATE OF IDAHO 
TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT, 
Respondent. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) . 
) 
Case No.: l V DI [ 
ORDER STAY 
The exparte motion of Petitioner for stay pending appeal and a Petition for Judicial 
Review having been filed with this court, and good cause appearing: 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the execution and/or enforcement of the Findings of 
Fact and Conclusions of Law and Order issued by the Idaho Transportation Department ("ITD") 
on October 13, ?011, in ITD File No. 657A05885297, suspending Petitioner's commercial 
driving privileges is hereby STAYED during the pendency of appeal of said order. Petitioner's 
commercial driving privileges are therefore ordered reinstated during the pendency of appeal. 
DATED this 28j!;;f October, 2011. 
ORDER FOR ST A Y PENDING APPEAL 1 
o·· 015 
'\ Q I hereby certify that on thet?,,d day of October, 2011, I served a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing document by the method indicated and addressed to the following: 
Idaho Transportation Department 
Drivers Services, Admin. Hrg. Section 
P.O. Box 7129 
Boise, ID 83707 
John W. Walker 
Walker & Pattinson 
P.O. Box 8447 
Moscow, ID 83843 
Edwin L. Litteneker 
Special Deputy Attorney General 
P.O. Box 321 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
ORDER FOR ST A Y PENDING APPEAL 
Clerk 
__ U.S. Mail 
___ Hand Delivered 
___ Overnight Mail 
~- Facsimile (208) 332-2002 
___ U.S. Mail 
Hand Delivered 
---
--- Overnight Mail 
~#--- Facsimile (208) 882-45 80 
--'----U.S. Mail 
Hand Delivered 
---
___ Overnight Mail 
,__.. Facsimile (208) 798-83 87 
2 
016 
Beth Schiller 
Administrative Assistant, Driver Services 
Idaho Transportation Department 
3311 West State Street 
P.O. Box 7129 
Boise, Idaho 83701-1129 
Telephone: (208) 334-8755 
Facsimile: (208) 332-2002 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
William Richard Trottier, 
Petitioner, 
v. 
State of Idaho, 
Department of Transportation 
Respondent. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. 
NOTICE LODGING 
OF AGENCY RECORD 
0 
THE 
Beth Schiller, Administrative Assistant of the Idaho Transportation Department, hereby 
gives notice pursuant to LR.C.P. 84G) of lodging of the agency record in the above-captioned 
matter. The parties shall have fourteen (14) days from the date of the mailing of this notice in 
which to file with the agency any objections. If no objections to the record are filed with the 
agency within fourteen (14) days, the record shall be deemed settled. Parties may pick up a copy 
of the record between the hours of 8:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m. at the Idaho Transportation 
Department, 3311 West State Street, Boise, Idaho 83 703. 
The Agency Record consists of the following documents: 
NOTICE OF LODGING OF AGENCY RECORD - 1 
017 
Description 
Notice of Lifetime Disqualifiaction 
Request for Hearing 
Notice of Telephone Hearing 
Copy of Petitioner's Driver's License Record 
Correspondence 
Findings of Fact 
Petition for Judicial Review 
Exparte Motion for Stay 
Order for Stay 
Correspondence - Transcription Request 
Page Number 
1-3 
4-7 
8 
9-12 
13-34 
35-39 
40-47 
48-49 
50-51 
52 
As of this DATE, November 7, 2011, a Transcript has [ x ], has not [ ] been requested by 
the petitioner or his attorney. 
DATED this 7th day of November, 2011. 
Jd'uz_,;Uc AAdhA 
/ ? -
' Beth Schiller 
Idaho Transportation Department 
NOTICE OF LODGING OF AGENCY RECORD - 2 
018 
Description 
Notice of Lifetime Disqualifiaction 
Request for Hearing 
Notice of Telephone Hearing 
Copy of Petitioner's Driver's License Record 
Correspondence 
Findings of Fact 
Petition for Judicial Review 
Exparte Motion for Stay 
Order for Stay 
Correspondence Transcription Request 
Page Number 
1-3 
4-7 
8 
9-12 
13-34 
35-39 
40-47 
48-49 
50-51 
52 
· As of this DATE, November 7, 2011, a Transcript has [ x ], has not [ ] been requested by 
the petitioner or his attorney. 
DATED this 7th day of November, 2011. 
e~_~L 
Beth Schiller 
Idaho Transportation Department 
NOTICE OF LODGING OF AGENCY RECORD - 2 
f" 01~9 
BETH SCHILLER 
3311 WEST STATE STREET 
POST OFFICE Box 7129 
BOISE ID 83707-1129 
TELEPHONE: (208) 334-8755 
FACSIMILE: (208) 332-2002 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
William Richard Trottier, 
Petitioner, 
v. 
State of Idaho, 
Department of Transportation 
Respondent. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. 
AGENCY RECORD 
THE FOLLOWING IS A LISTING OF THE DOCUMENTS CONSTITUTING THE AGENCY RECORD IN THIS MATTER: 
INDEX OF DOCUMENTS 
Description 
Notice of Lifetime Disqualification 
Request for Hearing 
Notice of Telephone Hearing 
Copy of Petitioner's Driver's License Record 
Correspondence 
Findings of Fact 
Petition for Judicial Review 
Exparte Motion for Stay 
Order for Stay 
Correspondence - Transcription Request 
Correspondence - Transcription Request (2) 
Request for Copy of Agency Record 
Page Number 
1-3 
4-7 
8 
9-12 
13-34 
35-39 
40-47 
48-49 
50-51 
52 
53 
54-56 
02·0 
DATED THIS 22ND DAY OF NOVEMBER, 2011. 
£~..ijz.., .~"L?{h/L 
Beth Schiller 
Idaho Transportation Department 
021 
Driver Services ' PO. Box 7!29 
Boise ID 83707-1i29 ('.B_'OJ/ 3324~8?3:.5 dmv.idaho.gov 
PHONE : ( 2 0 8 ) 3 3 4 - 8 7 3 6 
TROTTIER, WILLIAM RICHARD SEPTEMBER 13, 2011 
1753 EAST F ST 
MOSCOW ID 83843 
LIC#:
FILE#:
DOB:
NOTICE OF LIFETIME DISQUALIFICATION 
THE RECORDS OF THE IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT REFLECT THAT YOU 
HAVE COMMITED MORE THAN ONE MAJOR OFFENSE AS DEFINED BY THE FEDERAL 
MOTOR CARRIER SAFETY ADMINISTRATION, 49 CFR 383.51. 
THE FIRST MAJOR OFFENSE WAS: 
ADMIN LIC SUSP BAC .08+/DRUGS/INTOX SUBS I.C. 18-8002A 
THE SECOND MAJOR OFFENSE WAS: 
ADMIN LIC SUSP BAC .08+/DRUGS/INTOX SUBS I.C. 18-8002A 
PURSUANT TO IDAHO CODE 49-335(4) YOUR PRIVILEGE TO OPERATE A COMMER-
CIAL VEHICLE IS BEING DISQUALIFIED FOR YOUR LIFETIME EFFECTIVE 
OCTOBER 03, 2011 FOR 
THE ACCUMULATION OF TWO OR MORE MAJOR OFFENSES IC. 49-335(4). 
THIS WITHDRAWAL DOES NOT EFFECT YOUR CLASS D OPERATORS LICENSE. THIS 
WITHDRAWAL IS SEPARATE AND APART FROM ANY OTHER WITHDRAWALS WHICH ARE 
CURRENTLY IN EFFECT OR WHICH MAY TAKE EFFECT IN THE FUTURE. 
YOU MAY REQUEST AN ADMINISTRATIVE HEARING FOR A PROCEDURAL REVIEW OF 
THE DEPARTMENTS ACTION. A HEARING WILL BE PROVIDED WITHIN 20 DAYS OF 
RECEIPT OF YOUR WRITTEN REQUEST, IDAO CODE 49-326(4). 
FORM 195 50032 022 
00 
IDEl"Afr!'MEl'J1' 
Driver Services 0 P 0. Box 7129 
Boise ID 83707-1129 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING Mft.NIFEST 
Mailer's Name and Address 
Driver Services 
P.O. Box 7129 
Boise, ID 83707-1129 
File Num Address 
657 A05885297 TROTTIER, WILLIAM RICHARD 
1753 EAST F ST 
Page Totals: 
Cum. Page Totals: 
Manifest Totals: 
MOSCOW, ID 83843 
Pieces 
1 
1 
1 
Postage 
0.44 
0.44 
0.44 
Dl Num 
JA3723001 
Cost 
0.44 
0.44 
0.44 
(208) 334-8735 
dmv.idaho.gov 
Page: 1of2 
Date: 09-15-2011 
Manifest: 45959 
Total Items: 1 
02·3 
002 
mAHO 
Driver Services P.O. Box 7129 
Boise ID 83707-1129 (208) 334-8735 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING M:'.\NIFEST 
F:3 
Mailer's Name and Address 
Driver Services 
P.O. Box 7129 
Boise, ID 83707-1129 
United States Postal Service 
Certificate of Bulk Malling 
MAILER: Propare thls statement In Ink. Affi>t mGtar stamp or unc.anc.e!ed postage 
stamps cover1ng fee in the block to the right. Pre$ont for certification. 
Fee for Certificate 
Up to 1.000 piac:os (1 cerrlflcate for' total number-) 
For each -additional 1,000 p!ocus, or fra.;.Uon 
Duplicate Copy 
Nu<r>bcr of ldontlcal Class of Mail 
Pieces 
565 First 
PS Form 3606, May 1992 
Postage on Each 
0.44 
Malled By 
Use 
Current 
Rate 
Chart 
Number of Pieces 
to the Pound 
26.6667 
Total Number of 
Pounds 
21.1875 
Total Postage Paid 
$ 24'1.60 
Page; 2 of 2 
Date: 09-15-2011 
Manifest: 45959 
Total Items: 1 
soG.50° 
SEP 15 2.011 
ZIP 63709 Q.601 105221'3 
Manifest# 45959 
024 
003 
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j Walker & Pattinson&t.1954 ~ 
·-.~ Attorneys at La.w (A nonpartnership) 1208 Alturas Drivi;: • P.O. Box 8447 •Moscow, Idaho 83843 
John W. W.'llkcr, P.A.' 
.Michadj. Pattinson, AR~oci:ttc• 
• Mo~cow 208-882-4536 
•Pullman 509-334::-0350 
• Fac.nimil.c 208-882-4580 
• u~r.n•cd in Jd~hl> ~nd w.1~hington September 22, 2011 
VIA FACSIMILE AND CERTIFIED MAIL 
(208) 332~4124 
Idaho Transpo1iatfo11 Department 
Driver Services Section 
P.O. Box 7129 
Boi.se, ID 83707-1129 
Re: Reqlf.e,'it.for Hearing al'd Tmttier 
Idaho License No.: 
File No.: 65.7/10588
DOB
To Whom lt May Concern: 
Please be advised that our office represents Mr. William R. Trottier in the above-entitled 
matter. On September 13~ 2011, the Idaho Transportation Departm.e11t mailed Mr. Trottier a 
Notice of Lifetime .Di.squalificatio.n pertait1ing to his commercial driver's license. .Enclosed 
herein please find a copy of the September 13, 201 l Notice. 
Please be advised that Mr. Trottier d.i.d not plea guilty Mr was he convicted of the chatge 
of Driving Undet the Influence of Alcohol :filed in Latah County Case Number CR-2011-3 l. 40. 
Instead, Mr. Tmttier entered a. guilty plea to It1attenti.ve Driving and was fined the sum of 
$240.00. 
Furthern1ore, please be advised that our office represe1,1ts Mr. Trottier with regard to the 
Administfative License Suspenskm head11g, which was filed the by the Idaho Transportation 
Department under File Number 657000098436. That matter is scheduled for. hearing before 
Hearing Officer, Skip Carter. Tbe heating is scheduled to occur telephonfoally on Monday, 
September 26, 2011 at 2:00 p.m. (MT). This hearing is to determine whether Mr. Trottier will be 
de~ied his general d.r.jvfng privileges. 
Ou\" office requests a hearing whb. regatd to the Notice of Lifetime Disqualification of 
Mr. Trottier's commercial driver's Hcense. Fmther, om· office requests that the Notice of 
Disqua.Jiflcatlon of Mr. Trottiet's commercial driver's license be stayed pending the hearing on 
the commercial driver's license disqualification. 
It is our belief that the bearing scheduled September 26, 2011 will result in a finding and 
order that Mr. Trottier's license will not be suspended and that the blood alcohol content was not 
pmperly a.nd procedurally obtained and therefore is not admissible. 
·025 
004 
09/21/2011 23:40 208882<.. JOHN WALKER PAGE 03/04 
Idaho Trflt1sportation Dcpmt1m:nl 
September 22, 20 l l 
P1Jge 2 of2 
Upon receipt of this letter, please contact 01xr office with regard to atty questions or 
concems that you may have. Please note that Mr. Trottier is requesting an administrative hearing 
for a procedural review ofthc depart1ne11t's action. Kindly advise as ::mon as possible. 
Tliank you. 
Sincerely, 
WALKER & PATTINSON 
JWW:sk 
Enclosure: As Stated Above 
cc: Mr. John C. Trottier 
026 
005 
09/21/2011 23:40 208882c. 
.JOHN WAU<ER PAGE 04/04 
FORM 195 
IPAHO 1'RANISPORTATl041! !lit;PA!fil'UMENT 
Driver Servic®s 0 P.O. Box 7129 
Boise 10 83707-1129 
50051 
51 
TROTT.XER, WILLIAM RICB~RD 
PHONE: (208) 334 8736 
SEPTEMBER 13, 2011 
1753 EAST F ST 
MOSCOW In 83843 
:WIC#: JA372300I 
FILE#: 657A05885297 
DO'.B: 12 04~196$ 
NOTlCE OF LIFETIME DlSQUALIFICA~lON 
THF. RECORDS OW THE lOAE:O TJ:U\N$~0RTATION DEPARTMENT REWLgC~ T~AT YOU 
HAVE COl\™'.ITED MORE THAN ON~ ~JOR OFFENSE AS DEFINED BY rEE FEDERAL 
MOTOR CARRIER SA~ETY A'DMINISTRAT10N 1 49 CFR 383.51. 
~EE rIRST MAJOR Of~ENSE WAS: 
ADM!N LIC SUSP BAC .OS+/DRUGS/INTOX SUES I.e. 18~8002A 
THE SECOND MAJOR OFFENSE WAS: 
ADMIN LIC SUSP BAC .08+/DRUGS/IN~OX SUBS I.C. 18-8002A 
PD~SUANT TO 1DAHO COPE 49-335(4) YOUR PRIVILEGE TO OPERATE A COMM:ER-
CIA~ VEHICLE !S BEING OlSQU~LIFIED FOR YOUR LIFETIME EFFECTIVE 
OCTOB~R 03, 2011 FOR 
THE ACCUMULATION OF TWO OR ~ORE MAJOR OWFENSES IC. 49=335(4). 
THIS WITHORAWAL POES NOT EFFECT YOUR CLASS D OPERATORS LIC~NSE. THIS 
WI~aPRAWAL lS SEPARl\TE N'tD APART FROM ANY OTHER WITHDRAWALS WHICH ARE 
CURRgNTLY IN EFFECT OR WHXCH MAY TAKE EFFECT IN THE FUTURE. 
YOU MAY REQUEST AN ADMINISTRATIVE HEARING FOR A PROCEDURA~ REVIEW OF 
TBE DEPARTMENTS ACT!ON. A HEARING WtLL EE PROVIDED WITHIN 20· PAYS OW 
RECEIPT OF YOUR WRITTEN EgQUEST; !DAO COPE 49=326(4). 
500Sl 
/ku(~~~~~~~~ 
Edward R. Pemble 
Driver Services Manager .027 
OOG 
r 
I 
TIME RECEIVED REMOTE CSID DUf .. 
SepLember 22, 201112:26:38 PM MDT 2088824580 82 PAGES 4 
STATUS 
Received 
09/21/2011 23:40 2088824580 JOHN WALKER 
1208 Alturas Drive 
P. 0. Box 8447 
Moscow; ID 83843 
Attorneys at Law 
To: Idaho Transportation Dept. I Driver Services 
Frorn: 
Subject: 
Message: 
Best wishes. 
Sonsen-ai Kimsey 
Williarn Richard Trqttler 
File No.: 657 A05885297 
Sonscrrai Kimsey 
Paralegal 
Phone: (208) 882=4536 
Fax: (208) 882~4580 
PAGE 01/04 
wal ke1·andpatti11so11@turbonet.com 
Fax#: (208) 332-4124 
Date: September 22, 2011 
Pages: .t.J-
(Jncluding cover sheet) 
CONFIOENTTAUTY NOTICE: The document(s) accornponying this facsimile transmission contain(s) confidential infonnation 
belonging to the set1det which is legally privfle.ged. The informiition is intended only for tbe use ofthe individual or el1tity stated on this 
form. If you arc not the intended recipient, you ate hereby notified chat any disclo$ute, copying, distribution orthe taking of any action In 
reliance on the contents ofthls lnforrm1tion Is strictly prohibited. If you have received this transmission In error, please Immediately notify 
us by telephone (co Hect, ifneccssmy) to an·ange for disposition of the original documents. If you have any problems with this transmission, 
please contact Son:;cn-ai Kimsey at (208)882-4536. 02 
NOTIFICATION ; FA.X RECEIVED SUCCES 
TIME RECEIVED REMOTE CSID 
SepLember 27, 2011 1:13:40 PM MDT 208 3311704 
STATUS 
Received 
SEP-27-201 l (TUE) 13: 07 HOvJELL & VAIL, LLP (FRX)208 331l70d P. 001/001 
ID.t.>HO TIVU.iS?CJRTAT!ON OE~,{!RTM!'!tJT 
Driver Services * P.O. Box 71.29 
Boise ID 83707·1129 
Date: September 27, 2011 
WILLTAM RICHARD TROTTIER 
John W. Walker, Atty 
PO Box 8447 
Moscow, lD 83843 
Lic/ldent No.
File No.: 657A05885297 
Date of Birth:
NOT'lCI~ OF TELEPHONE HIEAIRJNG 
(208) 334·8735 
dmv.idaho.gov 
A heating will be held purmant to your tcqucst regarding the suspension or disqualification of 
yOLtr driving privileges for the reason set out in the Notice of Lifetime Disqualification dated 
September 13, 2011. 
The hearing will be conducted by telephone conference call on October 11, 2011 at 1:00 p.m. 
(mountain time). Th1;: telephone call will be placed to: 
(X) ynur attorney: John W. Walker, Atty 
aL telephone#: (208) 882~4536 
lf thi.'5 telephone number is i11corrcct 01· none is listed1 immediately contact Evelyn at (208) 
.336-3331, extension 121. If you fail to provide a telephone number, it will be concluded 
that you failed to appear at the hearing. lFailute to appear will result in a determination 
being made in your absence. 
111c hearing officer pre..,iding ar the hearing will be: 
Michael B. Howe I I 
380 South Fourth Street, Suite 104 
Boise, ID 83702. 
The hearing will be conducted according to the provisions of Title 67, Chapter 52; Idaho Code, 
at1d the rules of practice and procedures of the Tdaho Tmnsportation Department. 111is hearing 
provides you or your attorney an opportunity Lo appeal on your behalf. If you need further 
assistance, please call (208) 336~3331. 
'cc: Idaho Transportation Department, Driver Services Section 029 
008 
50032-IA 
Driver Services · P.O. Box 7129 
Boise ID 83707-1129 
REQUESTED BY: TROTTIER, WILLIAM RICHARD 
"LEGAL" 
FOR: 
1753 EAST F ST 
MOSCOW 
DRIVER 
TROTTIER, WILLIAM RICHARD 
1753 EAST F ST 
MOSCOW ID 83843 
RSTR: ATTACH INTRLK 
TYPE DATE DESC 
ID 83843 
L I C E N S 
LICENSE NO: 
BIRTH DATE: 
ISSUED: 
EXPIRES: 
MFLM 08/21/06 CDL SKILLS TEST RESULTS 
MFLM 09/05/06 CDL SKILLS TEST RESULTS 
COMM 09/06/06 10-YEAR CHECK: ID* 
(208) 334-8736 
PAGE 1 
E R E C 0 RD 09/22/2011 
ISSUE TYPE: DL 
CLASS: B -N 
12/20/2010 OPR STATUS: VALID 
12/04/2014 CDL STATUS: VALID 
DRV TRAIN: YES 
CLS DOC # 
A01147 614 
A01157375 
000000000 
SUSP 07/02/09 O/S DUI TO 09/30/09 REIN 02/22/10 OPR WA 100085998 
TO 09/30/09 REIN 02/22/10 CDL 
MFLM A01685760 
DISQ 07/02/09 O/SDUICDLNCV OPR 450A01685056 
TO 07/02/10 REIN 07/02/10 CDL 
MFLM A01685760 
CITN 05/02/09 O/S DUI LOC:WASHINGTON RCVDOl/25/10 
CONV 07/30/09 GLTP PTS:O CRT: A01685056 
FINE: 0.00 COSTS: 0.00 JAIL DAYS: 0 PROBATION: 0 BAC: 
L062 02/17/10 SR22/FEE REQUIRE WA 100085998 
L106 02/17/10 CONV RLP 30 DAYS WA 100085998 
CONTINUED 
030 
00 
50032-IA 
Driver Services " P.O. Box r129 
Boise ID 83707· 1129 
REQUESTED BY: TROTTIER, WILLIAM RICHARD 
"LEGAL" 
1753 EAST F ST 
MOSCOW ID 83843 
(208) 334-8736 
PAGE 2 
D R I V E R L I C E N S E R E C 0 R D 09/22/2011 
FOR: 
TROTTIER, WILLIAM RICHARD 
1753 EAST F ST 
MOSCOW ID 83843 
RSTR: ATTACH INTRLK 
TYPE DATE DESC 
--------
------------
Ll90 02/17/10 DIS/CRT CONV 
LICENSE NO: 
BIRTH DATE: 
ISSUED: 
EXPIRES: 
MFLM 02/17/10 AMENDED SUSP DATES 
L061 02/18/10 SR-22 REQUIREMNT 
MFLM 02/19/10 MICROFILM FILE - FEE PAID 
L051 02/22/10 SR-22 REINSTATE 
L083 02/22/10 DIS/SPEC NOTE 
MFLM 02/23/10 SR-22 INSURANCE RECEIVED 
L058 07/02/10 REINSTATE COMMER 
Ll95 09/13/11 LIFETIME DISQ 
COMM 09/14/11 STOP 78 DELETED BY: 50051 
L027 09/14/11 ADMIN HEAR CASE 
CONTINUED 
ISSUE TYPE: DL 
CLASS: B .,-N 
12/20/2010 OPR STATUS: VALID 
12/04/2014 CDL STATUS: VALID 
DRV TRAIN: YES 
CLS DOC # 
450A01685056 
A01685760 
WA 100085998 
A01698320 
WA 100085998 
450A01685056 
A05687574 
450A01685056 
657A05885297 
(DL) 09/07/2011 
657000098436 
010 
50032-IA 
REQUESTED BY TROTTIER, WILLIAM RICHARD 
"LEGAL" 
1753 EAST F ST 
MOSCOW ID 83843 
D R I V E R L I C E N S E R E C 0 
FOR: 
TROTTIER, WILLIAM RICHARD 
1753 EAST F ST 
MOSCOW ID 83843 
RSTR: ATTACH INTRLK 
TYPE DATE DESC 
--------
------------
LICENSE NO:
BIRTH DATE:
ISSUED: 
EXPIRES: 
L029 09/14/11 TELEPHONE HEARNG 
CITN 09/03/11 INATT DRVNG LOC:LATAH 
CONV 09/20/11 GLTP PTS:3 CRT:MOSCOW 
ORD: MISD 
FINE: 102.50 COSTS:l37.50 JAIL DAYS: 0 
12/20/2010 
12/04/2014 
PROBATION: 
(208) 334-8736 
PAGE 3 
RD 09/22/2011 
ISSUE TYPE: DL 
CLASS: B -N 
OPR STATUS: VALID 
CDL STATUS: VALID 
DRV TRAIN: YES 
CLS DOC # 
------------
657000098436 
657ISTAR1264 
0 BAC: 
COMM 09/22/11 HEARING REQ: 20 110922 HELD: CC YYMMDD ACT: # 000000000 
L02I 09/22/11 ADMIN HEAR N/A 
L021 09/22/11 REQUEST FOR HEAR 
PEND 10/03/11 ALSOB+ORDRUG 
PEND 10/03/11 2/MOREMAJVIO 
TO 01/01/12 
TO 01/01/12 
TO 99/99/99 
12 MONTH POINTS: 3 24 MONTH POINTS: 3 36 MONTH POINTS: 3 
CONTINUED 
657A05885297 
657A058.85297 
OPR 657000098436 
CDL 
MFLM A05885297 
QPR 657A05885297 
CDL 
MFLM A05885297 
011 
Driver Services P.O. Box 7129 
Boise ID 83707-1129 
50032 IA (208) 334-8736 
REQUESTED BY TROTTIER, WILLIAM RICHARD PAGE 4 
"LEGAL" 
1753 EAST F ST 
MOSCOW ID 83843 
D R I V E R L I C E N S E R E C 0 RD 09/22/2011 
FOR: 
TROTTIER, WILLIAM RICHARD 
1753 EAST F ST 
MOSCOW ID 83843 
RSTR: ATTACH INTRLK 
TYPE DATE DESC 
LICENSE NO: 
BIRTH DATE:
ISSUED: 
EXPIRES: 
ISSUE TYPE: DL 
CLASS: B -N 
12/20/2010 OPR STATUS: VALID 
12/04/2014 CDL STATUS: VALID 
DRV TRAIN: YES 
CLS DOC # 
POINTS ASSESSED ARE FOR DEPARTMENTAL USE ONLY, IN DETERMINING SUSPENSIONS 
FOR POINTS OR HABITUAL VIOLATIONS. 
*** ACTION PENDING *** 
*** ACTION PENDING *** 
.END OF EXISTING RECORD 
AS AN EMPLOYEE OF THE TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT, I AM AN 
OFFICIALLY APPOINTED CUSTODIAN OF DRIVING RECORDS. I 
HEREBY CERTIFY THE FOREGOING IS A TRUE AND CORRECT COPY 
OF THE ORIGINAL DRIVING RECORDS OF THIS DEPARTMENT. 
SEPTEMBER 22, 2011 
CUSTODIAN OF 
SECTION 49-203 IDAHO CODE PROHIBITS THE RELEASE OF PERSONAL INFORMATION 
CONTAINED IN DRIVER LICENSE RECORDS TO UNAUTHORIZED PARTIES, WITHOUT THE 
EXPRESS WRITTEN CONSENT OF THE INDIVIDUAL THE INFORMATION PERTAINS TO. 
AS AN AUTHORIZED REQUESTOR YOU MAY RECEIVE THIS INFORMATION BUT YOU MAY 
NOT RE-RELEASE OR RE-SELL IT. 
***END OF DLR PRINT*** 
012 
Driver Services " P.O. Box 7129 
Boise ID 83707~1 29 
September 22, 2011 
Michael B. Howell 
Howell & Vail 
380 S 4th St. Suite 104 
Boise, ID 83 702 
Re: In the matter of the Driving Privileges of William Richard Trottier, DL #: JA372300I. 
Dear Mr. Howell: 
This letter is to confirm that you will be representing the Idaho Transportation Department as an 
Administrative Hearing Officer in the above matter. The driver has had his CDL driving privileges 
disqualified for life due to having committed more than one major offense as defined by the Federal 
Motor Carrier Safety Administration, 49 CFR 383.51. 
Please schedule the hearing within 20 days of the date the request for hearing was received and send 
notice of the hearing to the driver/attorney of the date, time and telephone number you will call for the 
hearing. The notice of hearing and copy of the driver's file needs to be mailed seven days prior the 
scheduled hearing. 
Enclosed is a copy of the Administrative Record in this matter. The Administrative Record includes all 
documents on file with the Department. 
Specifically this file contains: 
• Administrative Hearing Case Sheet 
• Request for Hearing Received Letter 
• Request for Hearing ( 4 Pages) 
© File Copy of Notice of Disqualification 
• I Electronic Mailing Confirmation for Notice 
of Disqualification 
© File Copy of Notice of Lifetime 
Disqualification 
1 Electronic Mailing Confirmation For Lifetime 
Disqualification 
• Screen Print of 2 Disqualification Abstracts 
• 1 Notice of Suspension from Washington from 
Attorney (3 Pages) 
0 1 Notice of Suspension from Latah County 
• Complete Drivers License Record ( 4Pages) 
Please let me know if you have any questions regarding the file, my number is 334-8705 
Sincerely, :-:z,;J ~v-;7,[(_9 j 
Danny EReed 
Technical Records 
Ol 
Driver Services 0 P.O. Box 7129 
Boise iD 83707-! 29 
TROTTIER, WILLill-... M RICHARD 
1753 EAST F ST 
MOSCOW ID 83843 
ADMINISTRATIVE HEARING CASE SHEET - NON ALS 
ATTORNEY'S INFORMATION 
ATTORNEY'S NAME: JOHN W WALKER 
ADDRESS: 1208 ALTURAS DRIVE 
PO BOX 8447 
MOSCOW 
IDAHO 
PHONE NUMBER: 208-882-4536 
DRIVER'S INFORMATION 
PHONE NUMBER: 
PHONE : ( 2 0 8 ) 3 3 4 - 8 7 3 6 
SEPTEMBER 22 2011 
83843 
LIC#: 
FILE#: 
DOB: 
REASON: THE ACCUMULATION OF TWO OR MORE MAJOR OFFENSES IC. 49-335(4) 
EFFECTIVE PERIOD OF WITHDRAWAL: 10/03/20 - 99/99/99. 
HEARING REQUEST RECEIVED DATE: 09/22/2011 
ELIGIBLE FOR RLP (Y/N): NO 
PLEASE SCHEDULE AN ADMINISTRATIVE~NG FOR THE ABOVE SUBJECT. 
SIGNATUREo ----~J,j ___ ~-----------~--------------------
DATE: ------- __ a_q._g._~·-11_ --- --- -- _ ----- -- ---- -_ -
FORM 02I 50032 035 
14: 
Driver Services P.O. Box 7129 
Boise ID 83707~1129 
TROTTIER, WILLIAM RICHARD 
1753 EAST F ST 
MOSCOW ID 83843 
REQUEST FOR HEARING RECEIVED 
PHONE: (208) 334-8736 
SEPTEMBER 22 2011 
LIC#:
FILE#:
DOB: 
THE IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT HAS RECEIVED YOUR REQUEST FOR AN 
ADMINISTRATIVE HEARING FOR: 
THE ACCUMULATION OF TWO OR MORE MAJOR OFFENSES IC. 49-335(4) 
THE CASE FILE HAS BEEN REFERRED TO OUR HEARING SECTION FOR SCHEDULING. 
YOU WILL BE NOTIFIED AT A LATER DATE OF THE TIME AND. INFORMATION 
REGARDING THE SCHEDULED HEARING. IN THE MEANTIME, IF YOUR PRIVILEGES 
ARE CURRENTLY WITHDRAWN, YOU WILL HAVE NO DRIVING PRIVILEGES, AS THE 
WITHDRAWAL WILL NOT BE STAYED. 
CC:JOHN W WALKER 
FORM 021 50032 
Driver Services " P.O. Box 7!29 
Boise ID 83707-·1129 
TROTTIER, WILLIAM RICHARD 
1753 EAST F ST 
MOSCOW ID 83843 
NOTICE OF DISQUALIFICATION 
PHONE : ( 2 0 8 ) 3 3 4 - 8 7 3 6 
FEBRUARY 17, 2010 
LIC#:
FILE#:
DOB: 
ACCORDING TO THE COURT RECORD YOU WERE CONVICTED ON JULY 30, 2009 
FOR: OS DUI CDL HOLDER IN NON COMMERICAL VEHICLE I.C. 49-335 
IN THE COURT OF: IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPT 3311 WEST STATE STREET 
PO BOX 7129 BOISE, IDAHO 83731 
(208)334-8736 
BY STATUTE, THE IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT IS WITHDRAWING YOUR 
DRIVING PRIVILEGES TO OPERATE A COMMERCIAL MOTOR VEHICLE FOR 
1 YEAR EFFECTIVE JULY 02, 2009 THROUGH 
JULY 02, 2010 I IDAHO CODE 49-326 (1) (E) AND 49-335. 
NO RESTRICTED PERMIT FOR CMV OPERATION 
YOU MAY REQUEST AN ADMINISTRATIVE HEARING AS TO THE PROCEDURE OF THE 
DEPARTMENT'S ACTION. A HEARING WILL BE HELD WITHIN 20 DAYS AFTER 
RECEIPT OF A WRITTEN REQUEST, IDAHO CODE 49-326(4). 
AT THE COMPLETION OF THE WITHDRAWAL PERIOD, YOU MAY BE REQUIRED TO 
PAY A REINSTATEMENT FEE, IDAHO CODE 49-328. 
DO NOT DRIVE A COMMERCIAL MOTOR VEHICLE UNTIL YOU HAVE CONFIRMED THAT 
YOUR CDL DRIVING STATUS IS VALID. A FREE STATUS CHECK IS AVAILABLE 
AT: HTTP://WWW.ITD.IDAHO.GOV AND SELECT ON-LINE SERVICES. 
FORM 190 50032 
T n-.- '"'" "' DE r t1urrti" ME r.n" 
Driver Services • P.O. Box 7129 
Boise ID 83707-1129 
CERTIFICATE OF MAILING MANIFEST 
Mailer's Name and Address 
Driver Services 
P.O. Box 7129 
Boise, ID 83707-1129 
File Num 
WA 100085998 
450AO 1685056 
Page Totals: 
Cum. Page Totals: 
Manifest Totals: 
Address 
TROTTIER, WILLIAM RICHARD 
1753 EAST F ST 
MOSCOW, ID 83843 
TROTTIER, WILLIAM RICHARD 
1753 EAST F ST 
MOSCOW, ID 83843 
Pieces 
2 
2 
2 
Postage 
0.88 
0.88 
0.88 
DL Num 
JA372300I 
JA372300l 
Cost 
0.88 
0.88 
0.88 
(208) 334-8735 
dmv.idaho.gov 
Page: 1 of 2 
Date: 02-02-2010 
Manifest: 35382 
Total Items: 2 
038 
·Qi ·~7 . . 
..ru ' 
Driver Services 0 P.O. Box 7129 
Boise ID 83707-1129 
Mailer's Name and Address 
Driver Services 
P.O. Box 7129 
Boise, ID 83707-1129 
CERTIFICATE OF Ml.\iLING MANIFEST 
*****The certificate has not been attached to this manifest***** 
(208) 334-8735 
dmv.idaho.gov 
Page: 2 of 2 
Date: 02-02-2010 
Manifest: 35382 
Total Items: 2 
0 
039 
Page: 1 Document Name: Ter o 
DDS02062 DSP6 
MAP1205A PROD 
DRIVERS LICENSE SYSTEM 
SUSPENSION MASTER FILE l\fAINTENANCE 
REQUESTOR 50032 
DRIVER NO DATE OF BIRTH 
NAME 
ADDRESS 
TROTTIER, WILLIAJ:vl RICHARD LIC CLASS 
OPER 
CDL 1753 EAST F ST 
MOSCOW ID 83843 
RLP BY 
CASE NUMBER 
EFFECTIVE DATE 
COURT/RLP 
A01685056 
07/02/2009 
OPER LICENSE 
SUSP UNTIL DATE 
STAY 
COMMERCIAL LICENSE 
SUSP UNTIL DATE 07/02/2010 
STAY 
E/R FLAG 
OFF-REF 
COURT ST ID 
COURT 
SUSP TYPE 
UNTIL 
450 
DIS 
SUSP AUTH 
PROOF 
FEE 
W/J 
TRAN DATE 07/02/2010 DOC 
REIN DATE 
UNTIL 
I I 
REIN DATE 07/02/2010 
UNTIL 
ACD CODE ACD DTL 
OFF-LOC 
09/22/2011 
15;01:00 
POST DATE: 
02/17/2010 
B 
VALID 
VALID 
D REASON 
N SR22 
p LIC 
INTRLK 
A01685760 
REIN CODE 
REASON 
REIN CODE 
REASON 
ACD LINK 
EXTENT 
C52D 
N 
F 
W0002 
PF4-UPD PF6-DEL PF7-DIN1 PF8-RTN PFlO-DSPS PF11-DCV2 PF14-DSP1 PFlS-DLRl 
Date: 9/22/2011 Time: 3:01:06 PM 
040 
01 
Page 1 Document Name Te1 0 
DDS02060 DSP4 
MAP1203A PROD 
DRIVERS LICENSE SYSTEM 
SUSPENSION HOLD FILE MAINTENANCE 
09/22/2011 
14:06:53 
REQUESTOR 50032 
DRIVER NO DATE OF BIRTH 
, WILLIAM RICHARD LIC CLASS B 
ADDRESS OPER VALID 
1753 EAST F ST CDL VALID 
MOSCOW ID 83843 
RLP BY COURT ST ID SUSP AUTH D REASON ZZ2A 
CASE NUMBER A05885297 COURT 657 PROOF N SR22 N 
EFFECTIVE DATE 10/03/2011 SUSP TYPE DIS FEE y LIC N 
COURT/RLP I I UNTIL W/J INTRLK 
----
LTR NO 195 LTR DATE 09/13/2011 DOC A05885297 
OPER LICENSE VALID DAYS 0000 
SUSP UNTIL DATE 00/00/0000 REIN DATE REIN CODE 
STAY UNTIL REASON 
COMMERCIAL LICENSE DAYS 9999 
SUSP UNTIL DATE 99/99/9999 REIN DATE REIN CODE 
STAY I I UNTIL REASON 
----
E/R FLAG ACD CODE ACD DTL ACD LINK W0004 
OFF-REF OFF-LOC EXTENT 
PF4-UPD PF6-DEL PF7-DIN1 PF8-RTN PF9-HELP PFlO-DSPS PFlS-DLRl 
041 
Date: 9/22/2011 Time: 2:06:58 PM 020 
FROM ; CHARLES KOV IS !Jl~J OFF CE FAX ND. :12088825379 Feb. 16 2010 11:27AM Pl 
DATE: 
TO: 
FAX NO.: 
FROM: 
PAGE§: 
RE: 
Attamryal Law 
312 S. Washington 
Post Office Box 9292 
Moscow, Idaho 83843 
Id~ho T1rn.n1iportstion D11:plllrtm.ieD11t Driwer~ Sierviteell 
ATTN: AMY 
(208) 332-7~ 10 
Charles E. Kovis 
Will 'J rottiier 
DL #:
(2()!1) 8!12-3939 
fax 
(708) 88'1·.Ul.'I 
-----------------·---~-------
DOCUMENT§ A TI ACHED: 
Amy, 
By way of this fax, I am requesting on behalf of Mr. Trottier that you ntn his Idaho 
suspensions concurrent with his Washington suspensions. T enclose letters from the State of 
Washington Depurtment of Licensing which indicate his suspension dates. 
If you have any questions, please contact me at he~~ 
ORIGINAL WILL NOT FOLLOW - FAX ONLY. 
17~ page:s (n thi:s frw11imife fl'ansmiulnn coma in conf ukniia/ i1ifomiatio11from Charles E. Kovi.r. This information is intendad :solofy 
for use by the lndMdual nr entity 11(1111Cd as recipient thereof. If you ure rwl flu! inlendt!d r~olpl~nf, be aware! that any dt.ic/osure, 
r.<>pyi11g, dl,IJ'lhutlngal' ILfe ofrhe cof'llcntS of this transmission IS prohi/Jired. If you have rt1ceived fhi:t tri.1iu·mi1tsio11 in error, plea.1e 
nm/& u.r hy tt:lephnn11 immcdiardy ~o rfw we may arrangc fur th<! n:Jricvol of t/l(a tra/f.Smfsaton al no cos/ to yo11. ![)'014 rio nOI 
Nce/ve all ofr/11: c/e1critJed mcucriafs or lu;v(. missing or f//ccgiblf! pag(!S, pl<!o.•e relHphnm imm.edia/l!/y al the riumherindica1ed above. 
04'2 
021 
FROM :CHARLES KOIJ!S LAW OFFICE 
TROTTIER.WILLIAM R 
1753 BAST F ST. 
MOSCOW ID 83643 
FAX NO. :12088825379 Feb, 15 2010 11:27RM P2 
2l3YB 
"''"D'lROD&x 9030\..,0lvmola, WA 98507-9030 
1:1"" "' F f:HJS!?.!;tiNS IOM 
May ll; 2009 
LICENSE: TROTTWR323RD 
!our ~riving priv~lage will De suapen~ed for io days on. . 
July 02, 2009, at 12~01 a.m., for baing in pnysicai control ar 
driving under the influence of alcohol or any drug· (RCW 46.20.JJ..Ol). · 
On· that date, if YOU haVG a Valid.drivers lieense, you must mail or 
·take it to any ·driver licenising of'f1ce. · · 
r~u may raqu~st a.nearing ·DY mail or Int~rnet. Include your-license 
number. full name, aate of birth, mailing ad~reaa and daytime ~Hon~ 
including area coda or complete the Drive~'s Kear1ng Request form aiso 
available at www.dol.wa.gov. · · 
A filin9 fee of $2dO must accompa~y the req~est, unleae ~ou 
provide proof of indigence (RCW 10 .101. OlO) • 
- Xf you have: an attorney, pleaae incluc:te .their name, ma!lin·g 
address and daytime phone including area co~e. 
- .If. you need an. interpreter one will be providee!.· to you at no 
cost. Specify langua9e requested or haaring/sp0ecn impaired •. 
Requests must be· received or postmarked within 20 days of the date of 
arrest. Failure to submit a· complete and timeiy request will be 
considered a •a1ver or your right to a hearing •. send·written requests 
to Department of Licensing, Hearings and Interviews, PO.Box 9048, 
Olympia, WA 98~07 llndigen~ appliaationa to ?o·eax 9031). · · 
This suspension Will be in effect until .September 30, 2009 1 and ~ill 
remain.in effect·after this dat• untii you reinstate .your driving 
privilege. Iri ·order to·reinstate your driving pr1v11eger you must: 
- o~~ain ~ sn-22 fo~m fr6m an insurance company auth6ri~ad.to ao 
. business in Washington, or fila a surety bond· of $60,000, or 
deposit $60,0DD with the State Treasurer. · 
- ~ass al~ req~ired tests, pay a reissue· fee and any other 
required fe~s·to ~aye. an~~ licens~ reissued. 
If you have ~ther-que~tions regarding you~ ·driv~ng privil~ge, contact 
Customer.~ervice at (360) 902-3900 or visit us at www.doI.wa.gov. 
. . "· 
Handato~y su~pe~sion~ Unit 
.... 
" 
... 
·043 
022 
FROM : CHARLES !<OV IS LAW OFF I CE FAX NO. :12088825379 FEb. 16 2010 11:27AM P3 
ST A TE OF WASHINGTON . 
DEPARTMENT OF LICENS~G 
P. 0, Box 9030. Olympln, WA 98507~90.lO 
May 111 2009 NOTICE OF lDISQUALIFKCATION · nnt 
· TROTTIER, WILLIAM R MS 6DTA 
· 1753 EAST F ST 
MOSCOW ID 83843 
: Lic.ense #: TROTTwR323RD .. 
. . 
On July 2, 2009 at 12:0 l a.m., your commercial driver license (CDL). 'Will be disqualified. for one 
. year for driving or beiiig in physical control of a motor v~hicle under the influence of alcohol or 
any rlrug. 'fhisdiAqualifi~ation 'wi.ll be in effect until ,JulY. 2, 2'010., Thls is~ s~p,arate action rr~n1 
any that may be taken 8.gainst your basic driver license. Authority: RCW 46.25.090 
. ' ' 
Since you are licensed in Idaho, that juri11dfct.ion will be notified. Contact the licensing authority 
thore for· further instmctions. · · · · · · 
. . 
How do I get my CDL back? 
. You may be 11.ble tc> get a basic: driver license without the CDL, if nothing else on your driving 
record prevents it. Please refer to tho letter we sent yoQ about the suspension of your basic d:rivet 
· license fort.he date you can apply .. 
Whe11 the CDL diiiqu11lification period is over you must successfully complete the qDL ~nowledge 
·and akills te~ts, and pay a reissue foo in addition tQ any other applicable fees. To get a hazardous 
material endorsement,.you must also pass that knowledg.e test. We may :request that you show 
the letter from the Transportation Security Administration indicating you passed their 
background check. 
May I app~al' thia actio';r,;? 
You may rcq ucst a heating by. comp le ting the DUI Hearing Requ~st for ro given to you at the time 
ofynur al'rest. The form can also be found at www.rllol.wa.gov/fo.rme. Your :request must be 
postmarked within 20 days of being served with the hearing request information. If you already 
submitted a request, you· do.not need to resubmit one for ~hi$ disqualification. · 
For more information .call C~tomer ·service at (360) 902-3900, or 'Nrite to priver Records, . 
Department of· Licensing, P.O. Box 9030, Olympia, WA, 98507-9030. Further information is also 
avai~able on.our 'Yebs~te at ww:w.dol.wa.g?v. · · " 
Suspension Section 
· Driver Records 
. :· 
" . 
· . The Dep1ntrt:11mt ofLioimain( h""l a policy ofprovidinr eqUD.I iccose to its ll~rvicee. 
Jfys>u need special mo:ommodation, pleaw. roll (360) 9f!2.3900 or rry:(3GO) G64:01 ill.· 
·044 
023 
/~ ITD 3614 (Rev. 04-11) /" • for Failure of 
Supply# 019680909 (Advisory for S and 13-8002A, Idaho Code) 
Uisl Name Middle 
[25 3 &v.s t £ ~f. I 
Mailing Address 
Moscow 
City 
~o..:f-"'"" 
County of Arrest 
-CS Poo 12iJt:O 
Cltalion # 
! C'f-o:>-/jl j Oc2J01 
Date of Arrest Time o~ 
CTJil I 15 J 
State license Class 
Operating CMV? 0 Yes 
Transportiflg Hazmat? 0 Yes 
I. I have reasonable grounds to believe that you were driving or were in physical control of a motor vehicle while under the influence of 
alcohol. drugs. or other intoxicating substances. You are required by law to take one or more evidcntiary test(s) to determine the 
concentrution of alcohol or the presence of drugs orother into:<icating substances in your body. After submitting to the test(s) you may, 
when practical, at your own expense, have additional test(s) made by a person of your own choosing. You do not have the right to talk to 
a lawyer before taking any evidentiary tcst(s) to th:tennim: the alcohol concentration or presence of drngs or other intoxieuting :;ubstunces 
in your body. 
2. If you refuse to take or complete any of the offered tcsls pursuant to Sct:tion 18-8002, Idaho Code: 
A. You arc .subjecl to a t:ivil penalty of two hundred Ii fly dollars ($250). 1 . \ I. 
B. You have 1he right to submit a written request within seven (7) tlays to th.: Magistrate Court of ~Q..V\ Co11Jnty for a 
hearing to show cause why you refused to submil to or complete t.)Vidcntiary le.sting and why your tlrivcr's license should not bt: 
suspended. 
C. If you do not rcqu~st a ht:aring or do not prevail at the hearing. the court will sustain the civil penally and your license will be 
suspended with ubsulutdy no driving privileges for one ( l) year if this is your first refusal; and two (2) years if this is your second 
refusal within ten (10) years. 
3. If you take and fail the cvidcntiary tcst(s) pursuant to Section I 8-80021\, Idaho.Code: 
A. I will serve you with this NOTICE OF SUSPENSION that bc.;omcs dTcctive thiny (JO) days from the date of service on this notice 
suspending your driver's license or driving privileges. If this is your first foilurc of an evidentiary test within the last llvc (5) years, 
your <lriver's license or driving privileges will be suspended for ninety (90) days with absolutely no driving privileges of any kind 
during the first thirty (JO) days. You may request restricted non-commercial driving privileges for the remaining sixty (60) days of the 
suspension. Restricted driving privileges will not allow you to orerate a commercial motor vehicle. If this is not your first failure of an 
cvitlentiLlry test within the lasl five (5) years, your driver's license or driving privileges will be suspended for one (I) year with 
absulutely no driving privih:gcs of any kind during that period. 
B. You have the right to an administrative hearing on the suspension before the Idaho Transportation Department to show cause why 
you foiled the evidentiary test an<l why your driver's license should no! be suspended. The request must be made in writing and 
received by the department within seven (7) calendar days from the date of service of this NOTICE OF SUSPENSION. You also 
have the right to judicial review of the Hearing Otliccr's decision. 
4. If you become enrolled in and nrc a participant in good standing in a drug court approved by !he supreme court drug court and mental 
heaflh court coordinating committee under the provisions of chapter 56. title l lJ. Idaho Code, you shall be eligible for restricted non-
commercial driving privileges for the purpose of gelling to and from work, school or an alcohol treatment program. which may be grnnted 
by the presiding judge of the tlrug court, provided that you have served a period of ;ibsolutc suspension of driving privileges of at least 
forty-five (45) days, that an ignition interlock device is installed on each of the motor vehicles owned or operated. or both. by you and that 
you haw shown proof of financial responsibility. 
NOTICE OF SUSPENSION Ir you have foiled the cvidentiary 
tcst(s), your driving privileges are hereby suspended per #J al>ovc, I Date of Se~ice: ...+..o _ A. .-z -. /} ., 
commencing thirty (JO) days from the date or service or this notice. _ (J.I I (.// .,.1 __ _ 
lfa blood or urine test was administered. the <lepartmcnl may serve a '------------"----'--...::....--'-.t.----"--~ 
Notice of Suspension upon receipt of the test resu!ts. 
This Suspension for Failure or Refusal of the Evidentiary Test{s) is separate from any other Suspension ordered 
by the Court. Please refer to the back of this Suspension Notice for more information. 
: Signature of Reporting Officer 
I 
Print Name and f.D. Number of Reporting Officer· Agency Code· Telephone Number 
L~Jrf ~-J - -~~~':use only Failure: 813reath :s~J Sc~~ec:L-e.. 352 0 Urine/Blood 0 Refusal 
While Copy· II failure ·lo ITD; if refusal· to Court Yellow Copy· to Law Enforcement Pink Copy • to Court Goldenrod Copy· to Driver 
SEP 12 zn11 045 
·O? .g...g
10/06/2011 04:06 208887 JOHN V.IALkER P,C\GE 02108 
Walker & Pattinson Ert.1954 
Att<'!rn~ at Law (A nonpartnershlp} 1208 A1tt1ras Drive • P.O. Box 8447 • Moseow, Idaho S3843 
John W. ·~~l.1lkcr, !~A ... 
Mit:h:«?I J. Pllttil1~on, Associate,. 
• Ll~n~ecl fn Tdaha and WRshk~to11 
VIA FACS1Jl1/LEAND REGULAR ."PJ'AJL 
(208) J.12-2002 
Idaho Transp<Ji'tation Departm.ent 
Driver Services Section 
P.O. Bo1t 7129 
Boise, TD 83707-1129 
Re: William Ricltard Tl
Idaho License Ne.:
FileNo.: 6S7A058
• MO!lctl'w 201?-881-4536 
• t\1l!man 509-.334~0350 
• F~CRimili; WM82-4.3'SO 
File N 98436 I Latali County Cr.t$e No.: CV-2011-1069 
DOB:
To Whom lt May Concern: 
Enclosed. herein please find the foJiowing documen.ts .filed with the Latah County District 
Court on Thursday, October 6, 2011 regarding Mr. Willi~ Trottier)s driving privileges under 
file m1mber ~57000098436. · 
1. Petition for Judicial Review; and 
2. Expa1ie Motion for Stay Pending Appeal. 
3. T11e Order for Stay Pending Appeal regatdiu.g file number 657000098436 
was signed by Judge Stegner, filed with the Latah County District Cow't and fa.'(ed to the Ida110 
Transportation DepartmeJlt I Driver Services on October 6, 201 I. 
Mr. Trottier is currently scheduled for a. telephonic administrative license hearing 
regai·ding the proposed suspension of· his commercial driving pri"ileges (Fi.le No. 
657AOS885297) on October 11, 2011at1 :00 p.m. (MT). 
At this time, I kindly request tJ1at the telephonic administrative license hearing schedul~e 
to occur on October 11, 2011 at t :OO p.m. (MT) be vacated due to the fact that the uncle.dying 
suspension .has been stayed pending appeal. 
Th.ank you. 
JWW:sk 
Enclosures: As List.ed Above 
cc: Mr. William Trottier 
Since:rely> 
WALKER & PATTINSON 
046 
025 
I . 
l 
~ 
'._,,) 
,'-0 
"'~ ~ Nt-
·~ 
10/06/2011 B4:06 208887 ,JOHM !4ALl<ER PABE 83/BB 
Attorneys at La'\>Y 
1208 Alturas Drive 
P.O. Box 8447 
Moscow~ Idaho 83843 
Tel ep11one: 208w8S2~453 6 
Facsiinifo: 208~882-4580 
A~orney for Petitioner 
nss1G··Nrf' T() 11:1... b-../ '.,, 
~· l ~' # 1\: ' '"< ' < ~! ... ( t H l ,1• l f'i. H ~ ~ R , .. "" ~·" ,.,, .'' r '1·- r·' ~ I , . I '. " • • 
·' \ .. » . " . • '· ....... ' I \, ... I. !, 
.. 
.. 
1~·\Sl' , .. vr t C' I\{} 
Wll OCT 
SECOND ,JUDICIAL 
FOR THE COUNTY 
\'VltLIAM TROTTIER ) . 
) 
Petitioner, ) 
) 
vs. ) 
) 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
TRANSPORTATfON DEPARTMENT, ) 
) 
Respondent. ) 
PETITION FOR 
Fee Category: L3 
Fee: $88.00 
Petitioner, William Trottier, by and through his attorney, hereby seeks judicial review of 
the Findings of Fa.ct and Conclusio11s of Law an.d Order ("Orderi} issued by the [daho 
Transporta.tiou. Department (''ITD11) on September 28, 2011) in ITD File No. 657000098436. 
1. Said order was issued following a11 ad.ministratiV!;l lic~nse suspension hearing 
conducted on September 26, 201 I. . 
2. The ALS hearing was recorded by .Hearing Examiner Skip Ca1ter, and ITD should 
be in possessfon of such recording. 
3. The issu.es on judicial review include, but are not limited to: 
A. A lack of reasonable and articulable suspicion to justify the stop; 
B. The Defo11dant passe<l the field sobriety tests; and 047 
PET.ITJON FOR JUDlCM:t REVIEW 
~ 
(Cop~J 
, 
-~ 
I 
I :.. l . 
10/0512011 04: 06 208882 JOHM \.i!~LKER PAGE 04/08 
The office1· failed. to adequately monitor a1.1d pfO'll'ide for statlltory 
minimum fifteen. (15) mi1m.te observatiou pe!'iod 
4, A transcript of the ALS hea.dng con.ducted on September 26 .. 2011, is hereby 
5, Counsel for Petitioner he.n:;by certifies that !!lU cost-s for of the 
be paid upon receipt of m estimate for the 
this 61.h day of October, 2011. 
CERTIFICATE OJLSERYICE 
I hereby certify that on the 6111 day of October, 2011, I served a true and correct copy of 
the fi:wegoing document by the method indicated and. addressed to the following: 
Idaho transpo1tation Department 
:Otiver.'5 Services~ Adn1in. Hrg. Section 
P.O. Box 1129 
Boise~ ID 83 707 
P!ETlTH)N :FOR :11.JJMCIAL REVIEW 
__ U.S. Mail 
__ Hand Delivered 
___ Overnight Mail 
_.,,:;;..-.::::.. Facsimile (208) 3 32~2002 
0 
2 
10/05/2011 04:06 208882 0 JOHN l.J,ii-\LKER PAGE 05/08 
#l512 
WAI,KER & PATTINSON 
Attorneys Law 
1208 Alturas Drive 
W!f OCT ~5 1: 43 
P. 0. Box 8447 
Moscow) J.daho 83843 
Telephone: 208~882~4536 
Facsimile: 208~882m4580 
Attorney for Petitioner 
IN THE DISTRICT COlU'.RT OF 
OF 11.'UE STATE OF ID.ABO, IN AND FOR 
WILLIAM TROl:TTER ) 
) 
Petitioner, ) 
) 
vs. ) 
) 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT) ) 
) 
Respondent. ) 
Case No,: 
EXP ARTE 
PENDING APPEAL 
Petitioner, by a,1Jd th.rough his attorney and pursuant to J.C. § 67-5274, moves this comt 
fot e:11try of an order staying the execution and/or enforcement of the Findings of Fact and 
Conclusions of .Law and Order issued by tbe Jdaho Tr.aosportation Departrnent ("lTD)') on 
September 28 201 l, in ITD Fil.e No. 657000098436, and which sustained the suspension of 
Petitioner's driving privileges from October 3, 2011, th.tough January 1, 2012, fen· alleged fail:ure 
of evidentiary testing for alcohol concentration pursuant to I. C §I 8~8002A. 
Relief is requested upon groun.ds including, but not limited toi the follovving; ' 
1. A stay of the Order and suspension· of driving privileges is necessary to preserve 
Petitioner's driving privileges dUl'ing the pendency of appeal. Without such relief; petitioner will 
be necessarily denied, as a practical matter, the relief which he is seekin.g by wa.y of his appeal; 0496 and EXPAR.TE MOTION !FOR STAY 
PENDING A.PPEAL 1 (\l)Q 
10/06/2011 04:06 208882 
2. A stay is necessary ht the interests of justice. 
this 6th day of October, 201 
EXPARTE MOTIONFOR.Sl'A.Y 
PENDJNG AF'll'EAL 
PA.GE 06/08 
2 
050 
0 9 
HJ/ 
\ 
" 
Attorneys at Law 
1208 Alturas 
,l'. 0. Box 8447 
Moscow, Idaho· 83843 
Telephone; 208Q8?24536 
Facsimile: 208Q882Ji.580 
Attontey for Petitioner 
1N 
OF 
VIILT . .IAJ\II TROTTIER ) 
) 
Petltloner~ ) 
) 
vs. ) 
) 
STA TE OF IDAB'.O ) 
TRANSPORTATIONDEPARTMENT~. ) 
) 
Respondent. ) 
JOHN \•!ALKER 
STAY PENDING 
PAGE 137 /0:3 
filiooo:vooo:~ 
The exparte motion of .Petitioner for siay pen.ding ~ppeal and a Petition fur Judicial 
Review hfl:ring been filed with this court, s.ncl good cause appea:ring: 
IT J.S ~BY OWBRED that the exieC".a.tiolll &:id/or enforcemeni of the Findings of 
Fact and Conciuswns cf Law and Order Issued by the Idaho Transportation Department ("IID") 
on Septembe:i;" 28, 2011, in ITD File .No. 657000098436. suspending Petitioner\=: driving 
privileges is hereby S't A YED during the poodeaey of appeal of said. \.lrder. Petitioner's drivin,g 
privileges arc therefore orde;r;ed .reinstated during ll:he pendency of appeal. 
DATEDthis ~~of' October~201l. 
(~ 
, 051 
030 
Hl/05/2011 04: 
J[daho Tra.n.sportation 1Je1t>a.rtme.1ttt 
Drivers Services, 
P.O. 'Box 7129 
Boise, 
Edwin L. Litteneker 
Special Deputy Ath!'!rnf'V '"-''"M"'J.~ 
P.O.Box321 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
.JIJHN \4~LKER 
_ U.S.Mail 
_ Rand Delivered 
PAGE 08/08 
~!HJO:l 
__ ovemight 
,k/'faosllnile (208) ..J .. :u:..-,"vv.!.. 
-~ U.S, Mail -~ Hand Delivered 
--
0V1~:211t Mail 
~::;;;_ .,!;'~;)llll.11.l.'" (208) 8824580 
__ U.S. Mail 
_.......,...... Hand Delivered 
'ghtMml 
2 ) 052 
10/06/2611 04:06 21388824588 
To: 
From: 
Subject; 
Best \Vishes. 
1208 Alturas Drive 
P. 0. Eox 8447 
Moscow, 83843 
Ida110 Transportation Dept. I Driver Services 
Sonserrai Kimsey 
William. Trottiet 
Sonse1mi Kimsey 
Paralegal 
STATUS 
Received 
PAGE tll/88 
Phone; (208) 882~4536 
fax: (208) 882~4580 
v.ralkerandpattinson@~ttrbonet.com 
Fax#: (208) 332s2002 
Date: October6i 20U 
Pages: _ _j.,.£.._ _ 
(Including cover sheet) 
CONFIDENTIALITY NOTlfCJE: The document{s) accompanying thi9 facsimile transmission conmin(s) confidential information 
belonging to the s~nder which is legally privileged. The in.formation is intended only for the use oftbe individual or entity stated on this 
form. rf you arc not tho intended recfpie11t, you are lteteby notified that any disc lo.sure, copying, distribution or the taking of any action in 
telfaMe on the contents ofthi$ itlformation i!l strictly prohibited. ff you have received this tra11smissioo ht ertor) please immediate~ 11otif.() 5 3 
us byte: lepl1Qne (collect, if necessary) to arrange for disposition of the original documents. lfyou have Mlypl'(lblems with this transmi$Si@, 
please <:ontaet Son~errai Kimsey at (208}88~4536, 03 
-. 
Wall<er & PattinsonEst.1954 
Attorneys at Law (A nonpartnership) 1208 Alturas Drive• P.O. Box 8447 • Moscow, Idaho 83843 
John W. Walker, P.A.* 
Michael J. Pattinson, Associate• 
• Licensed in Idalia and Washington October 7, 2011 
WA FACSI1l1ILE AND REGULAR MAIL 
(208) 332-2002 
Mr. Hal Putnam 
Idaho Transportation Department 
Driver Services Section 
P.O. Box 7129 
Boise, ID 83707-1129 
Re: William Richard T
Idaho License No.:
File No.: 657A05885297 
• Moscow 208-882-4536 
• Pullman 509-334-0350 
• Facsimile 208-882-4580 
File No.: 6570000984361 Latah County Case No.: CV-2011-1069 
DOB:
Dear Mr. Putnam: 
Thank you for visiting with me by telephone on Friday, .October 7,_ 2011 regarding the 
above-entitled matter. 
MR. TROTTIER DOES WISH TO'HAVE THE·;HEARING·-SCHEDULED FOR 
TUESDAY, OCTOBER 11, 2011AT1:00 p.m. (MT). 
At the hearing, Mr. Trottier would like to introduce the exhibits that were considered by 
the hearing officer at the Administrative License Suspension Hearing held on Monday, 
September 26, 2011 before hearing officer, Skip Carter. That is, the ten (10) exhibits that were 
submitted by the State of Idaho as well as the two (2) exhibits that were submitted by the 
Petitioner, which included the DVD containing the audio and video of the stop and arrest and the 
Denneson Memorandum Opinion from Judge Stegner in Latah County Case Number CV-2010-
1363. 
The issues raised by Mr. Trottier regarding the suspension of the commercial driver's 
license include the following. 
1. · There was no reasonable or articulable suspicion fo! the traffic stop in this 
case. 
2. · _ · Mi. Trottier did pass. the field sobriety tel)ts and no evioentiary tests should 
" . . ' . . ' 
• '! 
have been requested of him. 
3.- · The fifteen (15) minute observation. period was .not p_roperly observed. 
The officer stated that he would begin the fifteen (15) minute observation period after he read 
Mr. Trottier the Suspension Advisory Form. The breath test samples were taken approximately 
nine (9) minutes after the advisory form was read to Mr. Trottier instead of the full fifteen (15) 
minute observation period as the officer had indicated. 
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4. The fifteen (15) minute observation period cannot occur while the officer 
is engaged in multi-tasking and being distracted with the field tests, reading the advisory form 
and with other activities that distract the officer from properly following the standard operating 
procedures to determine whether or not Mr. Trottier has belched, burped or vomited during the 
observation period. 
In order for Mr. Trottier to demonstrate and prove the case, the DVD must be admitted 
into evidence so that the hearing officer can fully be aware of the evidence in the case. 
The telephone number that the hearing officer should utilize to reach Mr. Trottier and 
myself is (208) 882·-4536. We look forward to participating in the hearing on Tuesday, October 
11, 2011at1:00 p.m. (MT). 
Thank you. 
Sincerely, 
WALKER & PATTINSON 
JWW:sk 
cc: Mr. William Trottier 
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IN THE IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT 
In the Matter of the 
Driving Privileges of 
WILLIAM RIC R, 
License No.
STATE OF IDAHO 
File No. 657A05885297 
FINDINGS OF FACT AND 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW AND 
PRELIMINARY ORDER 
THIS MATTER came on for hearing on October 11, 2011, by 
telephone conference. The respondent participated in the hearing 
through his attorney, John W. Walker. 
The Hearing Examiner, having considered the matter herein, 
and being advised in the premises and the law, makes the following: 
FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
I. 
Records of the Department demonstrate that respondent failed 
a test to determine the driver's alcohol concentration administered 
by a police officer on or about July 2, 2009, the State of Washington 
and again on September 3, 2011, in Latah County, State of Idaho. All 
of the incidents were while the respondent was operating a non-
commercial vehicle. 
II. 
Respondent holds a Class A, B or C driver's license. 
III. 
Idaho Code, Section 18-8002A provides for the penalties 
associated with the failure of a blood alcohol test but is not 
intended to be all inclusive of all consequences that may result from 
an arrest for driving under the influence or for the failure of a 
blood alcohol test.. The Idaho Code and the regulations of the 
Department of Transportation contain other civil consequences for 
such action. 
IV. 
The driver had a separate administrative hearing on the 
administrative license suspension issued on September 3, 2011, and 
the suspension was upheld. That decision is currently on appeal to 
FINDINGS OF FACT, ETC. - 1 056 
F]l 
lf!a) 
the district court and the district court entered an order dated 
October 6, 2011, staying the Findings of Fact And Conclusions of Law 
and Order and the enforcement of the administrative license 
suspension, but the suspension has not been vacated or set aside. 
v. 
Idaho Code, Section 49 104(14) (b) provides that for purposes 
of disqualification or withdrawal of commercial vehicle driving 
privileges that an unvacated determination that a person has violated 
the law, which would include a finding that the person had violated 
Idaho Code, Section 18-8002A, is a conviction for purposes of 
disqualifying commercial privileges, even though the same is on 
appeal. 
VI. 
The disqualification of the driver's commercial driving 
privileges is a consequence unique to commercial drivers that 
resulted from his failure of the breath test and is in addition to 
any consequences contained in Idaho Code, Section 18-8002A. 
VII. 
The Administrative License Suspension proceedings as set 
forth in Idaho Code, Section 49 8002A are separate and distinct from 
and not relevant to the disqualification of commercial driving 
privileges except that the result forms the basis of the 
disqualification in this matter. 
VIII. 
Idaho Code, Section 49-335(4), provides that a person is 
disqualified from operating a commercial motor vehicle for the period 
of time set forth in 49 CFR part 383 if found to have committed two 
or more of any of the offenses specified in Idaho Code, Section 49-
335 (1) or (2), or any combination or those offenses, arising from 
two or more separate incidents. 
IX. 
Failing a test to determine the driver's alcohol 
concentration while driving a non-commercial vehicle is an offense 
included in those specified in Idaho Code, Section 49 335(1) and is a 
major offense as described in Table 1 to 49 CFR 383.51. 
FINDINGS OF FACT, ETC. - 2 057 
x. 
49 CFR part 383.51 provides that a person is disqualified for 
life upon a second conviction of a major offense. 
XI. 
IDAPA 39.02.70, regulations of the Department of 
Transportation preclude the issuance of a restricted permit to 
respondent for the operation of a commercial vehicle. 
PRELIMINARY ORDER 
Based upon the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law 
entered herein the hearing examiner enters the following preliminary 
order subject to the terms and conditions set forth in Appendix A, 
which is attached and made a part of this document; 
That WILLIAM RICHARD TROTTIER is disqualified from operating 
a commercial motor vehicle for life pursuant to the provisions of 
Idaho Code. His class D privileges shall not be affected. The 
respondent shall not be allowed entry into the restricted license 
program. 
DATED this 13th day of October, 2011. 
FINDINGS OF FACT, ETC. - 3 
MICHAEL B. HOWELL 
Hearing Examiner 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 13th day of October, 2011, I 
mailed a true and accurate copy of the foregoing FINDINGS OF FACT, 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW AND PRELIMINARY ORDER by depositing the same in 
the United States mail, postage prepaid, addressed to: 
WILLIAM RICHARD TROTTIER 
c/o John W. Walker, Atty 
PO Box 8447 
Moscow, ID 83843 
FINDINGS OF FACT, ETC. - 4 ,R~ .. ,§. tJJo 
THIS IS A PRELIMINARY ORDER OF THE HEARING OFFICER. It can and will become final 
without further action of the Hearing Officer unless any party petitions for reconsideration to the Hearing 
Officer issuing this Preliminary Order or petitions for review to the Director. 
Any party may file a petition for the Hearing Officer's reconsideration of this Preliminary Order within 
fourteen (14) days of the service date of this Order. The Hearing Officer issuing this Preliminary Order will 
dispose of the petition for reconsideration within twenty-one (21) days of its receipt, or the petition will be 
considered denied by operation of Jaw. See section 67-5243(3 ), Idaho Code. (Parties should not combine a 
petition for reconsideration to the Hearing Officer with a petition for review to the Director. If a party wishes 
to petition the Director after receiving a ruling from the Hearing Officer on a petition for reconsideration, the 
petition to the Director should be filed according to the following provisions.) 
Within fourteen (14) days after: 
(a) the service date of this Preliminary Order, 
(b) the service date of the Hearing Officer's denial of a petition for reconsideration from this 
Preliminary Order, or 
( c) the failure within twenty-one (21) days of the Hearing Officer to grant or deny a petition for 
reconsideration from this Preliminary Order, any party may in writing petition for review or take exceptions to 
any part of this Preliminary Order and file briefs in support of the party's position on any issue in this 
proceeding to the Director. Otherwise, this Preliminary Order will become a Final Order of the Department. 
If any party petitions for review before or takes exceptions to this Preliminary Order to the Director, 
opposing parties shall have twenty-one (21) days to respond before the Director to the petition for review or 
exceptions. Written briefs in support of or taking exception s to this Preliminary Order shall be filed with the 
Director. The Director may review this Preliminary Order on its own motion. 
If the Director reviews this Preliminary Order, the Director shall allow all parties an opportunity to file 
briefs in support of or taking exceptions to this Preliminary Order and may schedule oral argument in the matter 
before issuing a Final Order. The Director will issue a Final Order within fifty-six (56) days ofreceipt of the 
written briefs or oral argument, whichever is later, unless waived by the parties or for good cause shown. The 
Director may remand the matter to the Hearing Officer for further evidentiary hearings if further factual 
development of the record is necessary before issuing a Final Order. 
Pursuant to sections 67-5270 and 67-5272, Idaho Code, if this Preliminary Order becomes final, any party 
aggrieved by the Final Order or Orders previously issued in this case may appeal the Final Order and all 
previously issued Orders in this case to district court by filing a petition in the district court of the county in 
which: 
(a) A hearing was held, 
(b) The final agency action was taken, 
(c) The party seeking review of the Order resides, or 
(d) The real property of personal property that was the subject of the agency action is located. 
The appeal must be filed within twenty-eight (28) days of this Preliminary Order becoming final. See 
section 67-5273, Idaho Code. The filing of an appeal to district court does not itself stay the effectiveness or 
enforcement of the Order under appeal. 
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WALKER& PATTINSON 
Attorneys at Law 
1208 Alturas Drive 
P. 0. Box 8447 
Moscow, Idaho 83843 
Telephone: 208-882-4536 
Facsimile: 208-882-4580 
Attorney for Petitioner 
#1512 
IN DISTRICT COURT 
THE STATE 
WILLIAM TROTTIER 
Petitioner, 
VS. 
STATE OF IDAHO 
TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT, 
Respondent. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No.: 
Fee Category: L3 
Fee: $88.00 
q 
v 
REVIEW 
Petitioner, William Trottier, by and through his attorney, hereby seeks judicial review of 
the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law and Preliminary Order ("Order") issued by the 
Idaho Transportation Department ("ITD") on October 13, 2011, in ITD File No. 657A05885297, 
a copy of which is attached hereto. 
I. Said order was issued following an administrative license suspension hearing 
conducted on Octa ber 11, 2011. 
2. The ALS hearing was recorded by Hearing Examiner Michael B. Howell, and 
ITD should be in possession of such recording. 
3. The issues on judicial review include, but are not limited to: 
A. A lack of reasonable and articulable suspicion to justify the stop; 
PETITION FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW 
OCT 3 1 2011 ITD REC'D 
' 1 061 
0 
B. The Defendant passed the field sobriety tests; and 
C. The officer failed to adequately monitor and provide for the statutory 
minimum fifteen (15) minute observation period 
4. A transcript of the ALS hearing conducted on October 11, 2011, 1s hereby 
requested. 
5. Counsel for Petitioner hereby certifies that all costs for preparation of the 
transcript and/or record will be paid upon receipt of an estimate for the same. 
#i 
DATED this£ day of October, 2011. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the~~ of October, 2011, I served a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing document by the method indicated and addressed to the following: 
Idaho Transportation Department 
Drivers Services, Admin. Hrg. Section 
P.O. Box 7129 
Boise, ID 83707 
w ~ U.S. Mail 
___ Hand Delivered 
___ Overnight Mail 
___ Facsimile (208) 332-2002 
~Walker 
PETITION FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW 2 
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IN T~E IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT 
In the Matter of the 
Driving Privileges of 
WILLIAM RICHARD TROTTIER, 
License No. 
STATE OF IDAHO 
File No. 657A05885297 
FINDINGS OF FACT AND 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW AND 
PRELIMINARY ORDER 
THIS MATTER came on for hearing on October 11, 2011, by 
telephone conference. The respondent participated in the hearing 
through his attorney, John W. Walker. 
The Hearing Examiner, having considered the matter herein, 
and being advised in the premises and the law, makes the following: 
FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
I. 
Records of the Department demonstrate that respondent failed 
a test to determine the driver's alcohol concentration administered 
by a police officer on or about July 2, 2009, the State of Washington 
and again on September 3, 2011, in Latah County, State of Idaho. All 
of the incidents were while the respondent was operating a non 
commercial vehicle. 
II. 
Respondent holds a Class A, B or C driver's license. 
III. 
Idaho Code, Section 18~8002A provides for the penalties 
associated with the failure of a blood alcohol test but is not 
intended to be all inclusive of all consequences that may result from 
an arrest for driving under the influence or for the failure of a 
blood alcohol test. The Idaho Code and the regulations of the 
Department of Transportation contain other civil consequences for 
such action. 
IV. 
The driver had. a separate administrative hearing on the 
administrative license suspension issued on September 3, 2011, and 
the suspension was upheld. That decision is currently on appeal to 
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FINDINGS OF FACT, ETC. - 1 
I 
I 
~ 
I the district court and the district court entered an order dated October 6, 2011, staying the Findings of Fact And Conclusions of Law 
and Order and the enforcement of the administrative license 
suspension, but the suspension has not been vacated or set aside. 
v. 
Idaho Code, Section 49-104(14) (b) provides that for purposes 
of disqualification or withdrawal of commercial vehicle driving 
privileges that an unvacated determination that a person has violated 
the law, which would include a finding that the person had violated 
Idaho Code, Section l8-8002A, is a conviction for purposes of 
disqualifying commercial privileges, even though the same is on 
appeal. 
VI. 
The disqualification of the driver's commercial driving 
privileges is a consequence unique to commercial drivers that 
resulted from his failure of the breath test and is in addition to 
any consequences contained in Idaho Code, Section 18-8002A. 
VII. 
The Administrative License Suspension proceedings as set 
forth in Idaho Code, Section 49-8002A are separate and distinct from 
and not relevant to the disqualification of commercial driving 
privileges except that the result forms the basis of the 
disqualification in this matter. 
VIII. 
Idaho Code, Section 49-335(4), provides that a person is 
disqualified from operating a commercial motor vehicle for the period 
of time set forth in 49 CFR part 383 if found to have committed two 
or more of any of the offenses specified in Idaho Code, Section 49-
335 (l) or (2), or any combination or those offenses, arising from 
two or more separate incidents. 
IX. 
Failing a test to determine the driver's alcohol 
concentration while driving a non-commercial vehicle is an offense 
included in those specified in Idaho Code, Section 49-335(1) and is a 
major offense as described in Table 1 to 49 CFR 383.51. 064 
FINDINGS OF FACT, ETC. 2 
x. 
49 CFR part 383.51 provides that a person is disqualified for 
life upon a second conviction of a major offense. 
XI. 
IDAPA 39.02.70, regula~ions of the Departmeht of 
Transportation preclude the issuance of a restricted permit to 
respondent for the operation of a commercial vehicle. 
PRELIMINARY ORDER 
Based upon the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law 
entered herein the hearing examiner enters the following preliminary 
order subject to the terms and conditions set forth in Appendix A, 
which is attached and made a part of this documenti 
That WILLIAM RICHARD TROTTIER is disqualified from operating 
a commercial motor vehicle for life pursuant to the provisions of 
Idaho Code. His class D privileges shall not be affected. The 
respondent shall not be allowed entry into the restricted license 
program. 
DATED this l3th day of October, 2011. 
FINDINGS OF FACT, ETC. - 3 
MICHAEL B. HOWELL 
Hearing Examiner 
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CERTIFICATE OF MAILING 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the 13th day· of October, 2011, I 
mailed a true and accurate copy of the foregoing FINDINGS OF FACT, 
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW AND PRELIMINARY ORDER by depositing the same in 
the United States mail, postage prepaid 1 addressed to: 
WILLIAM RICHARD TROTTIER 
c/o John W. Walker, Atty 
PO Box 8447 
Moscow, ID 83843 
FINDINGS OF FACT, ETC. - 4 
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THIS IS A PREJLIMINARY ORDER OF It can and will become final 
without further action of the Hearing Officer unless any party petitions for reconsideration to the Hearing 
Officer issuing this Preliminary Order or petitions for review to the Director. 
Any party may file a petition for the Hearing Officer's reconsideration of this Preliminary Order within 
fou1ieen (14) days of the service date of this Order. The Hearing Officer issuing this Preliminary Order will 
dispose of the petition for reconsideration within twenty-one (21) days of its receipt, or the petition will be 
considered denied by operation of law. See section 67-5243(3), Idaho Code. (Parties should not combine a 
petition for reconsideration to the Hearing Officer with a petition for review to the Director. If a party wishes 
to petition the Director after receiving a ruling from the Hearing Officer on a petition for reconsideration, the 
petition to the Director should be filed according to the following provisions.) 
Within fourteen (14) days after: 
(a) the service date of this Preliminary Order, 
(b) the service date of the Hearing Officer's denial of a petition for reconsideration from this 
Preliminary Order, or 
( c) the failure within twenty-one (21) days of the Hearing Officer to grant or deny a petition for 
reconsideration from this Preliminary Order, any party may in writing petition for review or take exceptions to 
any part of this Preliminary Order and file briefs in suppo1i of the patty's position on any issue in this 
proceeding to the Director. Otherwise, this Preliminary Order will become a Final Order of the Department 
If any party petitions for review before or takes exceptions to this Preliminary Order to the Director, 
opposing parties shall have twenty-one (21) days to respond before the Director to the petition for review or 
exceptions. Written briefs in support of or taking exceptions to this Preliminary Order shall be filed with the 
Director. The Director may review this Preliminary Order on its own motion. 
If the Director reviews this Preliminary Order, the Director shall allow all pa1ties an opportunity to file 
briefs in suppo1i of or taking exceptions to this Preliminary Order and may schedule oral argument in the matter 
before issuing a Final Order. The Director will issue a Final Order within fifty-six (5 6) days of receipt of the 
written briefs or oral argument, whichever is later, unless waived by the pa1iies or for good cause shown. The 
Director may remand the matter to the Hearing Officer for further evidentiary hearings if further factual 
development of the record is necessary before issuing a Final Order. 
Pursuant to sections 67-5270 and 67-5272, Idaho Code, if this Preliminary Order becomes final, any paity 
aggrieved by the Final Order or Orders previously issued in this case may appeal the Final Order and all 
previously issued Orders in this case to district court by filing a petition in the district cou1i of the county in 
which: 
(a) A hearing was held, 
(b) The final agency action was taken, 
(c) The party seeking revievv of the Order resides, or 
( d) The real property of personal property that was the subject of the agency action is located. 
The appeal must be filed within twenty-eight (28) days of this Preliminary Order becoming final. See 
section 67-5273, Idaho Code. The filing of an appeal to district court does not itself stay the effectiveness or 
enforcement of the Order under appeal. 
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Est.1954 
Attorneys at Law (A nonpartnership) 1208 Alturas Drive a P.O. Box 8447 G Moscow, Idaho 83843 
John W. Walker, P.A.* 
Michael J. Pattinson, Associate* 
*Licensed in Idaho and VVashington October 28, 2011 
VL4 FACSIMILE AND REGULAR MAIL 
(208) 332-2002 
Idaho Transportation Department 
Driver Services Section 
P.O. Box 7129 
Boise, ID 83707-1129 
Idaho License No.:
File No.: 657A05885297 
Latah County Case No.: CV-2011-1163 
DOB:
To Whom It May Concern: 
• Moscow 208-882-4536 
• Pullman 509-334-0350 
• Facsimile 208-882-4580 
Enclosed herein please find the following documents filed with the Latah County District 
Court on Friday, October 28, 2011 regarding Mr. William Trottier's driving privileges under file 
number 657 A05885297. 
1. Petition for Judicial Review; 
2. Expa1ie Motion for Stay Pending Appeal; and 
3. Order for Stay Pending Appeal regarding file number 657A05885297, 
which was signed by Judge Stegner, filed with the Latah County District 
Court and faxed to the Idaho Transportation Department I Driver Services 
on Q(:tnher 28, 201 I. 
Thank you. 
JWW:f1k 
EnClosures: As Listed Above. 
cc: Mr. 'Villiam Trottier 
Sincerely, 
WALKER & PATTINSON 
~1-wwa'Li?u & \Valker, P.A. 
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OCT 3 1. 2011 ml RECll 
0 
WALKER & PATTINSON 
Attorneys at Law 
1208 Alturas Drive 
P. 0. Box 8447 
Moscow, Idaho 83843 
Telephone: 208-882-453 6 
Facsimile: 208-882-4580 
Attorney for Petitioner 
WILLIAM TROTTIER 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
#1512 
STATE OF IDAHO 
TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT, 
Respondent. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
28 
Case No.: ~ttJ/- J/63 
EXP ARTE MOT!ON FOR STAY 
PENDING APPEAL 
Petitioner, by and through his attorney and pursuant to LC. § 67-5274, moves this court 
for entry of an order staying the execution and/or enforcement of the Findings of Fact and 
Conclusions of Law and Order issued by the Idaho Transportation Department ("ITD") on 
October 13, 2011, in ITD File No. 657A05885297, which disqualified Mr. Trottier from 
operating a commercial motor vehicle for life for an alleged second failure of evidentiary testing 
for alcohol concentration pursuant to LC. § 18-8002A. 
Relief is requested upon grounds including, but not limited to, the following: 
1. A stay of the Order and suspension of driving privileges is necessary to preserve 
Petitioner's driving privileges during the pendency of appeal. Without such relief, petitioner will 
be necessarily denied, as a practical matter, the relief which he is seeking by way of his appeal; 
and 
EXPARTE MOTION FOR STAY 
PENDING APPEAL ocr 3 1 2011 no REC'D 
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1 
0 
2. A stay is necessary in the interests of justice. 
this 281h day of October, 2011. 
EXP ARTE MOTION FOR STAY 
PENDING APPEAL 2 
{}70 
0 
''ct. 28. 2011 1: 16PM No. 3567 P. 1/2 
#1512 
WALKER & PATTINSON 
Attorneys at Law ZDllOCT28 PH J: 19 
1208 Alturas 
P.O. Box 8447 
Moscow, Idaho 83843 
Telephone: 208-882~4536 
Facsimile: 208-882-4580 
' Attorney for Petitioner 
THE 
THE 
I 
WILLIAM TROTTIER 
CWll\ or D::: 
LATAH 
8Y __ 
COURT OF SECOND 
.a~•~ii~.IN AND THE COUNTY 
Case No.: 
Petitioner, 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
ORDER FOR STAY PEND!NG 
vs. 
STATE OF IDAHO 
TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT, 
Respondent. 
The exparte rt1otion of Petitioner for stay pending appeal and a Petitioil for Judicial 
Review having been filed with this court, and good cause appearing: 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the execution and/or enforcement of the Findings of 
Fact and Conclusions of Law and Order issiied by the Idaho Transportation Department ("ITD") 
on October 13, '.fOl 1, in ITD File No. 657A05885297, suspending Petitioner's commercial 
driving privileges is hereby STAYED during the pendency of appeal of said order. Petitioner's 
commercial driving privileges are therefore ordered reinstated during the pendency of appeal. 
DATED this 28~f October~ 2011. 
ORDER FOR STAY PENDING APP:EAL 
OCT 3 !. 2011 !TD REC'D 
l 
co um ,, 
r 
DEPUTY 
Oct. 28. 2011 1: 17PM No. 356 7 P. 2/2 
CERTIFICATE 01r SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the~ day of October, 2011, I served a true and conect copy of 
the foregoing document by the method i11dicated and addrnssed to the following: 
Idaho Transpo1iation Department v U.S. Mail 
Drivers Services, Admin, Hrg. Section Hand Delivered 
P.O. Box 7129 Overnight Mail 
Boise, ID 83707 Facsimile (208) 332~2002 
John W. Walker j U.S. Mail 
Walker & Pattinson Hand Delivered 
P.O. Box 8447 Overnight Mail 
Moscow, ID 83843 LL Facsimile (208) 882~4580 
Edwin L. Litteneker U.S. Mail 
Special Deputy Attorney General Hand Delivered 
P.O. Box321 Overnight Mail 
Lewiston, ID 83501 ~ Facsimile (208) 798-83 87 
dvUe r1JruovJ 
Clerk 
ORQER FOR STAY PENDllNG APP:EAL 2 
.072 
0·5~_ 
DA O !'RANSPOfO-.l\TlON DEPARTMENT 
Driver Services • P 0 Box 71 29 
Boise ID 8'.3707-.1129 
(208) 334-8 735 
drnv.idaho gov 
Wally Hedrick 
Hedrick Court Reporting 
PO Box 578 
Boise, ID 83701 
RE: William Richard Trottier, CDL Disqualification File # 657 A05885297 
Lifetime CDL Disqualification, Date of Hearing October I, 2011 
Dear Mr. Hedrick: 
Please find enclosed the cd recording of the administrative hearing as referenced above. The 
hearing is approximately 14 minutes long. Please prepare an estimate of the transcription cost, 
and s.ubmit the estimate to the State's assigned attorney. Please send a copy of the estimate to 
my attention as well. The attorney representing the State (Respondent) in this case is: 
Ed Litteneker 
PO Box 321 
Lewiston, ID 83501-0321 
(208) 746-0344 
The State's attorney will notify the Petitioner of the cost estimate. If the transcript cannot be 
completed within 14 days of the receipt of the estimated cost, please notify the State's attorney. 
Upon completion of the transcript send the original and two copies to the State's attorney for 
filing with the court along with the administrative record. The final billing, of course, should go 
to the Petitioner or Petitioner's attorney. If you have any questions, please contact me at (208) 
334-4465. 
Sincerely, 
t/aJ /'£,fnt11Yl b.1 C<iJ< 
Hal Putnam 
Driver Records Program Supervisor 
Idaho Transportation Department 
Enc: cd recording for William Richard Trottier 
·0·1tj 
. .;} 
COURT REPORTING 
EDWIN LITTENEKER, ESQ. 
Attorney at Law 
P·.O. Box .321 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Novew.ber 7 ~ 2011 
RE~ William Richard Trottier , CDL Disqualification 
File #. 657A05885297 -
Lifetime CDL Disqualifisat ion, Date of Hearing~ 10/11/2011 
Dear Mr .. Litteneker: 
Per the request of the Supervisor of Driver R.ecords, 
Hal Putnam, we are hereby providing you with an 
estimate of the transcription costs in the above 
entitled matter. 
Cost. of. preparing an original plus two copies .froin the 
cassette tape provided by the statey with an estimated 
length of 14 minutes is: 
$110.00 
Delivery time is 10 working days from the date that we 
receive written authority to proceed from Petitioner's 
legal counsel. Petitioner's payment must be received 
prior·to delivery of the transcript. 
Thank you. 
Sincerely, 
.HEDRICK COURT REPORTING 
Jerrie S. Hedrick 
ICSJ;l #61 
cc: Hal Putnam 
cfe;wi1-de~ ~WM~i;~ui9m 
POST OFRCE BOX 578 
BOISE, IDAHO 83701 
208-336-9208 074 
11 15/2011 05:02 
,V, 
WALKER & PA TIINSON 
Attorneys at Law 
1208 Alturns Drive 
P, O. Box 8447 
Moscow, ldaho 83843 
Telephone: 208~882~4536 
Facsimile: 208~882~4580 
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) 
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) 
ST A TE OF TD AHO ) 
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) 
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REQUEST FOR COPY OF AGENCY 
RECORD 
Petitioner, by and through his attorney, hereby requests that a copy of the agency record 
be sent to his attorney at the above address, fox 1mmber, or e~mail address of 
walkerandpattinson@turbonet.com. 
This request is made on the grounds that Petitioner~ s counsel is In. receipt of the Notice of 
Lodging of Agency Record~ which lists the contents of the agency record~ states that a copy can 
be picked up from ITD in Boise, a1Jd points out that Petitioner has 14 days frmn the date of 
mailing the notice (November 7, 2011) to file objections with the agency. 
Petitioner's counsel is in Mosco\V~ Idaho, and unable to pick up a copy of the record at 
ITD in Boise. Therefore, counsel cannot evaluate ovtlether thete are reasons to oqject to said 
record vvithout receiving a copy vi.a mail, fax, o:r e-inaiL 
REQUEST FOR corv 01 AGENCY RECORD 
11/16/2011 05:02 
PAGE 03/03 
::i.ddition to requesting a <::opy of the record, Petitioner requests an extension of time for 
filing objections the Specifically Petitioner requests m1 extension of .14 days 
from the date of n:iailing, faxing, or e-mail the record to Petitioner's counsel in v,1hich to 
DATED tl1i.s 16111 day of November~ 2011. 
1 hereby certify that on the J 61n day of November, 2011 ~ I served a true and correct copy 
of the foregoing document by the method indicated and addressed to the follow1ng: 
Beth Schiller 
Idaho Transportation Department 
Driver Services 
P,0. Box 7129 
Boise, TD 83701 
Edwi11 L. Litteneker 
Specia.1 Deputy Attorney General 
P.O. Box 321 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
REQUEST FOR COPY O.F. AGENCY RECORD 
___ U.S. Mail 
---
Hand Delivered 
--- Overnight Mail 
x Facsimile (208) 332-2002 
__ U.S. Mail 
~-- Hand Delivered 
___ Overnight Mail 
.,....,,X""-. _ Facsimile (208) 798~8387 
I 
2 
To: 
From: 
Subject 
Messa.ge: 
Best wishes. 
J 208 Alturas Ddve 
P. 0. Box 8447 
Moscovv, ID 83843 
ffD I Beth Schiller 
Sonsemii Kimsey 
REMOTE CSID 
2088824S80 
\Villfom Trottier v. State of Idaho 
Latah County Case No.: CV-2011-1163 
Sonscrrai Kimsey 
Paralegal 
ON PAGES STATUS 
3 
PAGE 01/03 
Phone: (208) 882~4536 
Fa,x: (208) 882-4580 
walkerandpattb1son@turbonet.com 
Fax#: (208) 332~2002 
Date: November 16, 2011 
Pages: __ .....-'...._ __ 
(Including cov.::r sheet) 
CONFIDENTUtlTY NO'tlCE: n1e document(s) accompanying this facsimile transmission contain(s) confidential infonnation 
belonging to the sender which is Jegally privileged. The information is intended only for the use of the individual ot entity slated on this 
form. If you arc tiot the intended recipient, you are hereby notified that any disclo$urc, copying, distribution or tlie taking of any action in 
reliance o:n the contents of this infonnation is strk:tly prohibited. If you have reccived this trnusmission in error, please imn1edlately notify 
us by telephone (collect, if necessary) to arrange for disposition ofthe original documents. If you have my problems with this transi;1isjl'\~ ?· 
pfoasc contact Scnscrrai Kimsey at (208)882-4536. · U ( 
0 
Beth Schiller 
Administrative Assistant, Driver Services 
Idaho Transportation Department 
3311 West State Street 
P.O. Box 7129 
Boise, Idaho 83701-1129 
Telephone: (208) 334-8637 
Facsimile: (208) 332-2002 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
William Richard Trottier, 
Petitioner, 
v. 
State ofidaho, 
Department of Transportation 
Respondent. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No. 
NOTICE 
AGENCY RECORD 
D 
Pursuant to I.R.C.P. 84(k), the attached agency record in the above entitled matter is now 
deemed settled and is hereby filed. 
DATED this 22nd day ofNovember, 2011. 
.6~ic-A~ 
Beth Schiller 
Idaho Transportation Department 
NOTICE OF FILING AGENCY RECORD - 1 
07 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on this 22nd day of November, 2011, I caused to be served a true and 
correct copy of the foregoing by the method indicated below, and addressed to the following: 
JOHNW. WALKER 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
P.O. BOX 8447 
MOSCOW, ID 83 843 
EDWIN LITTENEKER 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
_K_ U.S. MAIL 
HAND DELIVERED 
OVERNIGHT MAIL 
_TELECOPY (FAX) 
_K_ELECTRONIC MAIL 
HAND DELIVERED 
OVERNIGHT MAIL 
_TELECOPY (FAX) 
Copies of pages 1-52 of the Agency Record were mailed to John Walker's office on 
November 17, 2011. Copies of pages 53-56 were mailed to his office on November 22, 
2011. 
Beth Schiller 
Idaho Transportation Department 
NOTICE OF FILING AGENCY RECORD - 2 
079 
Edwin Litteneker 
Special Deputy Attorney General 
Idaho Transportation Department 
322 Main Street 
PO Box 321 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
Telephone: (208) 746-0344 
Facsimile: (208) 798-8387 
ISB No. 2297 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
WILLIAM TROTTIER, ) 
) 
Petitioner, ) 
) 
vs. ) 
) 
STATE OF IDAHO ) 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION,) 
) 
Respondent. ) 
Case No. CV 11-1163 
NOTICE OF 
TRANSCRIPT 
COMES NOW Edwin L. Litteneker, Special Deputy Attorney General, and files with the 
Court the original of the Transcript in the Matter of the Driving Privileges of William Richard 
Trottier from the Idaho Transpmtation Depmirnent Commercial Driver's License 
Disqualification Hearing held on Octo her 11, 2011. 
DATED this I day of December, 2011. 
L. Litteneker 
Special Deputy Attorney General 
NOTICE OF FILING TRANSCRIPT 1 
080 
I DO HEREBY CERTIFY that a true 
And correct copy of the foregoing 
Document was: 
Mailed by regular first class mail, 
And deposited in the United States 
Post Office 
__ Sent by facsimile 
__ Sent by Federal Express, overnight 
Delivery 
Hand delivered 
To: John W. Walker 
Walker & Pattinson 
P.O. Box 8447 
Moscow, Idaho 83843 
On this_} __ day of December, 2011. 
Edwin L. Litteneker 
NOTICJE OF FILING TRANSCRIPT 2 
081 
f 
IN THE OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
THE STATE IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
WILLIAM RICHARD TROTTIER, ) 
) 
Petitioner, ) 
) 
v. ) 
) 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT, ) 
) 
Respondent. ) 
) 
Case No. CV- 2011-1163 
ORDER SETTING 
BRIEFING SCHEDULE 
William Richard Trottier has petitioned this Court for judicial review of the 
adverse decision issued by Idaho Transportation Department Hearing Officer Michael 
Howell. 
The Agency Record was lodged with this Court on November 28, 2011. The 
Transcript of the agency hearing has now been lodged. The record is therefore settled 
in this case. Consequently, a briefing schedule is now appropriate. 
ORDER SETTING 
BRIEFING SCHEDULE Page 1 l. 082 
It is ORDERED that: 
(1) Petitioner's opening brief shall be filed and served no later than January 
17,20 
(2) Respondent's response brief shall be filed and served no later than 
February 14, 2012; 
(3) Petitioner's reply brief, if any, shall be filed and served no later than, 
March 6, 2012; 
(4) Oral argument is scheduled for March 19, 2012, at 10:00 a.m. 
Dated this Ji:_~y of December 2011. 
ORDER SETTING 
BRIEFING SCHEDULE 
Jo~ R. Stegner 
District Judge 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
Page 2 083 
I do hereby certify that full, true, complete, and correct copies of the foregoing 
order were delivered in the following methods to: 
Edwin Litteneker 
Special Deputy Attorney General 
Idaho Transportation Department 
322 Main Street 
PO Box 321 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
John W. Walker 
Walker & Pattinson 
P.O. Box 8447 
Moscow, ID 83843 
On this day of December 2011. 
ORDER SETTING 
BRIEFING SCHEDULE Page 3 
" Y U.S. Mail 
] Overnight Mail 
[ ] Fax 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
[ U.S. Mail 
[ ] Overnight Mail 
[ ] Fax 
[ ] Hand Delivery 
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WALKER & PATTINSON 
Attorneys at Law 
1208 Alturas Drive 
P. 0. Box 8447 
Moscow, Idaho 83 843 
Telephone: 208-882-4536 
Facsimile: 208-882-4580 
Attorney for Petitioner 
#1512 
WILLIAM RICHARD TROTTIER 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
STATE OF IDAHO 
TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT, 
Respondent. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
I. 
Case No.: CV-2011-1163 
J.ULJJIC.J.ILC1\.JLVJl TROTTIER'S 
BRIEJF REGARDlING COMMERCIAL 
DRIVER'S LICENSE 
STATEMENT OF CASE 
A. Nature of the Case. 
William Richard Trottier is appealing the administrative license suspension of his 
commercial driver's license which was imposed by the Idaho Transportation Department. 
B. Prior Proceedings Regarding the Cliass D-Regular Driver's License. 
On September 3, 2011, William Trottier was arrested by Idaho State Patrol Trooper Jacob 
Schwecke for Driving Under the Influence of Alcohol. The criminal case filed in Latah 
Criminal Case Number CR-2011-3140 was subsequently amended to Inattentive Driving, which 
resulted in fines and costs of $240.00. 
PETITIONER WILLIAM TROTTIER'§ BRIEF ... 1 
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On September 3, 2011, William Trottier was issued a Notice of Suspension of Driver's 
License for failure of evidentiary testing by ISP Trooper Jacob Schwecke. The basis of the 
Notice of Suspension was a breath test administered by Trooper Schwecke using a Lifeloc FC20 
machine that registered test results of .148 and .144. 
William Trottier submitted a Request for Administrative Hearing by way of a letter dated 
September 6, 2011 to the Idaho Transpmiation Department 
An Administrative License Suspension Hearing was held telephonically on September 
26, 2011 by Administrative Hearing Examiner Skip Carter. 
The Idaho Transportation Department, in File Number 657000098436, issued on 
September 28, 2011 its Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law and an Order, wherein William 
Trottier's driving privileges were suspended. 
On October 6, 2011, a Petition for Judicial Review of the Suspension of the Driver's 
License was filed by Petitioner, William Trottier, in Latah County Case Number CV-2011-1069. 
An Order for Stay Pending Appeal was issued by District Judge John R. Stegner. 
The Petitioner's Brief in Latah County Case Number CV-2011-1069 was filed on 
December 7, 2011. The Respondent's Brief was filed with the clerk of the court on January 6, 
2012. The Reply Brief of William Trottier was filed on January 11, 2012. Oral argument in 
Latah County Case Number CV-2011-1069 is scheduled before District Judge John R. Stegner to 
occur on Monday, February 6, 2012, at 10:00 a.m. 
The proceedings involving Petitioner William Trottier's regular driver's license (Class D 
Driver's License) are before the court in Latah County Case Number CV-2011-1069. This 
appeal pertains to William Trottier's commercial driver's license, otherwise known as the CDL 
license. Said appeal is designated as Latah County Case Number CV-2011-1163. 
PETITION FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW 2 
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On September 13, 2011, William Trottier received a Notice of Lifetime Disqualification 
of his commercial driver's license. The basis for the lifetime disqualification was an 
administrative license suspension for a blood alcohol content in excess of .08 based upon a 
violation that occmTed in 2009, resulting in the suspension of his commercial driver's license for 
the period effective July 2, 2009 through July 2, 2010. 
The second violation is the subject of the appeal in Latah County Case Number CV-
2011-1069. Mr. Trottier requested a hearing with regard to the lifetime suspension of his 
commercial driver's license, which was scheduled to occur by way of a telephonic hearing 
before the Idaho Transportation Department on October 11, 2011, with Michael Howell 
presiding as the hearing examiner. 
On October 13, 2011, in Idaho Transportation Department File Number 657A05885297, 
Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law and Preliminary Order were entered. The Order 
provided in part; "[T]hat William Richard Trottier is disqualified from operating a commercial 
motor vehicle pursuant to the provisions of Idaho Code. His Class D privileges shall not be 
affected. The Respondent shall not be allowed entry into the restricted license program." 
On October 28, 2011, William Richard Trottier submitted a Petition for Judicial Review, 
which was filed in Latah County Case Number CV-2011-1163. 
District Judge John R. Stegner issued an Order for Stay Pending Appeal on October 28, 
2011. 
On November 7, 2011, a Notice of Lodging of Agency Record, consisting of fifty-two 
(52) pages, was mailed. 
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On November 10, 2011, Special Deputy Attorney General Edwin L. Litteneker submitted 
a Notice of Appearance in the Latah County Case Number CV-2011-1163. 
A copy of the Agency Record was received by Petitioner's attorney on November 21, 
2011. 
The Notice of Filing Transcript was submitted on December 12, 2011; said transcript 
consists of eleven (11) pages as repmied by Hedrick Court Reporting of Boise, Idaho. 
District Judge John R. Stegner entered an Order Setting Briefing Schedule on December 
14, 2011. Said Order requires Petitioner to file and serve Petitioner's Opening Brief no later than 
January 17, 2012; that Respondent submit the Response Brief no later than February 14, 2012; 
and that Petitioner submit the Reply Brief no later than March 6, 2012. Oral argument is 
scheduled for March 19, 2012, at 10:00 a.m. 
II. 
ISSUE ON APPEAL 
Is William R. Trottier's commercial driver's license properly suspended for his lifetime 
by the State of Idaho Transportation Department? 
IH. 
STANDARD OF REVIEW 
On Judicial Review of agency action, the District Court is governed by the following 
standard of review: The court shall affirm the agency action unless the court finds that the 
actions were: 
(a) In violation of constitutional or statutory provisions; 
(b) In excess of the statutory authority of the agency; 
( c) Made upon unlawful procedure; 
PETITION FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW 088 
(d) Not supported by substantial evidence on the record as a whole; or 
(e) Arbitrary, capricious, or an abuse of discretion. See Idaho Code § 67-5279(3). 
The agency action shall be affirmed unless a substantial right of a challenging party is 
prejudiced. See Idaho Code § 67-5279( 4). The court does exercise free review on questions of 
law, including interpretation of administrative rules and regulations. See: Schroeder v. State 
Departments of Transportation (In Re: Driving Privileges of Schroeder), 147 Idaho 476, 479, 
210 P.3d 584, 587(Ct. App. 2009). 
Idaho Code § 18-8002(A)(7) provides the burden of proof shall be on the person 
requesting the hearing. The hearing officer shall not vacate the suspension unless he finds, by a 
preponderance of the evidence, that: 
(a) The peace officer did not have legal cause to stop the person; or ... 
( d) The tests for alcohol concentration, drugs or other intoxicating substances 
administered at the direction of the peace officer were not conducted in 
accordance with the requirements ofldaho Code§ 18-8004(4), Idaho Code or the 
testing equipment was not functioning properly when the test was administered .... 
IV. 
ARGUMENT 
William R. Trottier has not had his commercial driver's license properly and legally 
suspended for the remainder of his lifetime by the Idaho Transportation Department. 
The hearing officer based the lifetime suspension of William R. Trottier's commercial 
driver's license on Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law that were filed in File Number 
657A05885297. The hearing officer based the suspension of the driver's license on the 
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administrative license suspension issued on September 3, 2011. See Findings of Fact and 
Conclusions of Law IV at pages 42 and 43 of the Agency Record. 
Furthermore, the hearing officer assumed and made findings that William Trottier had 
committed two (2) or more offenses, which gave rise to the suspension of his commercial 
driver's license. See Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law VIII, 
44 of the Agency Record. 
and X at pages 43 and 
The hearing officer entered Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law finding that a second 
violation had occurred with respect to the September 3, 2011 blood alcohol concentration level, 
despite the fact that Petitioner William Trottier had filed a Petition for Judicial Review and 
obtained an Order for Stay Pending Appeal. The Petition for Judicial Review was filed in Latah 
County Case Number CV-2011-1'069. Said Petition is included in the Agency Record at pages 
26 and 27. 
Furthermore, the Order for Stay Pending Appeal is also apart of the Agency Record and is 
included at pages 30 and 31. Said Order provides as follows: 
"IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the execution and/or enforcement of the Findings of Fact 
and Conclusions of Law and Order issued by the Idaho Transportation Department ("ITD") on 
September 28, 2011, in ITD File No. 657000098436, suspending Petitioner's driving privileges 
is hereby STAYED during the pendency of appeal of said order. Petitioner's driving privileges 
are therefore ordered reinstated during the pendency of appeal." (Emphasis added) 
The Petitioner, during the hearing, argued that the hearing officer should not consider the 
suspension of the Petitioner's driving privileges for purposes of the commercial driver's license 
suspension since the District Court had issued a Stay Order that stayed "the execution and/or 
enforcement of the Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law and Order issued by the Idaho 
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Transportation Department". Further said Order provided that "Petitioner's driving privileges 
are therefore ordered reinstated during the pendency of appeal. 
The hearing officer disregarded the Order of the District Court and considered the 
Petitioner's driving privileges suspended and treated the Idaho Transportation Department's 
Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law and Order as fully enforceable and acted upon the 
same and executed upon said Findings and Order. This conduct on behalf of the hearing officer 
violated the Stay Order and denied the Petitioner procedural and substantive due process. 
The Petitioner argued this position during the hearing as set fmih at pages 1 through 10 of 
the transcript set forth in the above-entitled case. 
The hearing officer improperly refused to permit Mr. Trottier to raise and argue issues 
concerning the validity of the stop of Mr. Trottier's vehicle, and the improprieties in 
administering the blood alcohol test The refusal of the hearing officer to permit Mr. Trottier to 
raise these issues during the hearing on the commercial driver's license denied Mr. Trottier 
procedural and substantive due process under the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments to the 
United States Constitution, as well as the due process guaranties contained within Article I, 
Section Thirteen of the Idaho Constitution. See the original Transcript, page 3, lines 16 through 
25, and pages 4 through 10. 
Furthermore, it is the position of the Petitioner that the suspension of the driving privileges 
based on the September 3, 2011 blood alcohol test results are invalid for the reasons set forth in 
the Petition and Brief filed in Latah County Case Number CV-2011-1069. The Petitioner seeks 
to have the arguments set forth in Latah County Case Number CV-2011-1069 including the 
Petitioner's Brief, Reply Brief and Exhibits, including the DVD, incorporated into this Appellate 
record in Latah County Case Num:ber CV-2011-1163. The Petitioner herein anticipates that a 
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ruling will be reached by the time a hearing is held in this matter in Latah County Case Number 
CV-2011-1069. It is the expectation of the Petitioner that the ruling in Latah County Case 
Number CV-2011-1069 will be dispositive of the issues presented in this commercial driver's 
license appeal. That is, it is Petitioner's expectation and argument that in the event the District 
Comi finds that the decision to suspend William Trottier's license for failure of the blood alcohol 
test is invalid and the same is vacated and remanded with instructions to fully reinstate the 
operator's license of the Petitioner, then the court will similarly find that the commercial 
operator's license suspended herein should be fully reinstated as the basis of the suspension will 
also be deemed invalid and unsupported. 
v. 
MOTION FOR JUDJICIAL NOTICJE 
Petitioner herein requests, pursuant to Rule 44 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and 
Idaho Rules of Evidence 201 (a), (b) ( c ), ( d), ( e ), and (f), that the court take judicial notice of all 
the proceedings, briefs, exhibits, including the DVD filed in Latah County Case Number CV-
2011-1069. The Petitioner requests that the court take judicial notice of said documents and 
exhibits in said case and that the same be incorporated herein for purposes of this record and 
argument in this case. Those documents are specifically identified as follows: 
1. Petitioner William Trottier's Brief filed in Latah County Case Number CV-2011-
1069. 
2. Petitioner's Reply Brief filed in Latah County Case Number CV-2011-1069. 
3. The entire Agency Record filed in Latah County Case Number CV-2011-1069, 
including all of those items identified in the Index of Documents,. including but not limited to 
Petitioner's Exhibit A, the DVD, and Petitioner's Exhibit B, the Memorandum Opinion. Said 
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Index and list of documents in Latah County Case Number CV-2011-1069 are attached hereto 
and incorporated herein by reference. 
4. Petitioner further requests that the court take judicial notice of the final Opinion 
and Judgment entered by the District Court in Latah County Case Number CV-2011-1069. 
Vl 
In conclusion, the Petitioner seeks an Order from the court as follows: 
A. Finding that the hearing officer improperly ignored and disregarded the Order for 
Stay Pending Appeal filed on October 6, 2011 in Latah County Case Number CV-2011-1069. 
By ignoring and disregarding the Order for Stay Pending Appeal, the hearing officer improperly 
concluded that the Petitioner had failed a blood alcohol concentration test on September 3, 2011. 
By ignoring the Order for Stay Pending Appeal, the hearing officer denied the Petitioner 
procedural and substantive due process and violated the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendment 
Constitutional rights of the Petitioner as guaranteed under the United States Constitution, and 
also violated the Petitioner's due process guarantees as contained within Article 1 Section 13 of 
the Idaho Constitution. 
B. Finding that the hearing officer improperly refused to permit Mr. Trottier to raise 
and argue issues concerning the validity of the stop of Mr. Trottier's vehicle, and the 
improprieties in administering the blood alcohol test. Further finding that the refusal of the 
hearing officer to permit Mr. Trottier to raise these issues during the hearing on the commercial 
driver's license denied Mr. Trottier procedural and substantive due process under the Fifth and 
Fourteenth Amendments to the United States Constitution, as well as the due process guaranties 
contained within Article I, Section Thirteen of the Idaho Constitution. 
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C. That the court enter an Order and Findings of Fact that the blood alcohol 
concentration test and results as taken on September 3, 2011 are invalid and therefore cannot be 
used in any proceedings involving the commercial driver's license of the Petitioner William 
Trottier. Further, that the District Court find and order that the commercial driver's license of 
William R. Trottier be fully and permanently reinstated. Finally, that the District Court Order 
the Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and Order entered by the hearing officer in the 
commercial driver's license matter be reversed and the matter be remanded fully reinstating the 
commercial driving privileges of William R. Trottier. 
SUBMITTED this 11th day of January, 2012. 
}~ W._,Walker, P.A. (_8Jromey for Petitioner 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the 11th day of January, 2012, I served a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing document by the method indicated and addressed to the following: 
Mr. Edwin L. Litteneker 
Special Deputy Attorney General 
Idaho Transportation Department 
P.O. Box 321 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Mr. William Trottier 
1753 East F Street 
Moscow, ID 83843 
PETITION FOR JUDICIAL REVIEW 
___ U.S. Mail 
Hand Delivered 
---
___ Overnight Mail 
X Facsimile (208) 798-8387 
X U.S. Mail 
Hand Delivered 
---
___ Overnight Mail 
Facsimile 
---
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BETH ScmLLER 
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSKSTANT, 
3311 WEST ST ATE STREET 
POST OFFICE Box 7129 
BOISE ID 83707-1129 
TELEPHONE: (208) 334-8755 
FACSIMILE: (208) 332-2002 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
William Richard Trottier, 
PETITIONER, CASENO .. 
V. 
AGJENCY RECORD 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION, 
RESPONDENT, 
THE FOLLOWING IS A LISTING OF THE DOCUMENTS CONSTITUTING THE AGENCY RECORD IN THIS 
MATTER: 
INDEX OF DOCUMENTS 
Description 
Notice of Suspension 
Evidentiary Test Results 
Calibration Check 
Instrument Operation Logsheet 
Sworn Statement 
Copy of Citation #ISP0098436 
Envelope from Law Enforcement Agency 
Certification of Receipt of Law Enforcement 
Documents 
Petitioner's Request for Hearing 
Petitioner's Driver License Record 
STATE'S EXHIBIT 1 
STATE'S EXHIBIT 2 
STATE'S EXHIBIT 3 
STATE'S EXHIBIT 4 
STATE'S EXHIBIT 5 
STATE'S EXHIBIT 6 
STATE'S EXHIBIT 7 
STATE'S EXHIBIT 8 
STATE'S EXHIBIT 9 
STATE'S EXHIBIT 10 
Page Number 
1-2 
3 
4 
5 
6-9 
10 
11 
12 
13-14 
15-18 
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Evidence PETITIONER'S EXHIBIT A 
Memorandum Opinion PETITIONER'S EXHIBIT B 
Notice of Telephone Hearing 
Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law and Order 
Petition for Judicial Review 
ExParte Motion for Stay Pending Appeal 
Order for Stay Pending Appeal 
Correspondence - Transcript 
Correspondence - Transcript (2) 
Request for Copy of Agency Record 
DATED THIS 3 lST DAY OF OCTOBER, 2011. 
DVD 
19-29 
30-33 
34-43 
44-47 
48-49 
50-51 
52 
53 
54-56 
ri. LA/im1 A-r: A~ 
-13etl1Schiller :;;> 
Idaho Transportation Department 
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LAWRENCE G. WASDEN 
Attorney General 
Edwin Litteneker 
Special Deputy Attorney General 
Idaho Transportation Department 
322 Main Street 
PO Box 321 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
Telephone: (208) 746-0344 
Facsimile: (208) 798-83 87 
ISB No. 2297 
WILLIAM TROTTIER, 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
STATE OF IDAHO 
TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT, 
Respondent. 
OJF SECOND 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
AND FOR COUNTY OF 
Case No. CV 2011-1163 
BRIEF OF THE IDAHO 
·TRANSPORTATION 
DEPARTMENT 
INTRODUCTION 
This is the responsive brief of the Idaho Transportation Department. William Trottier has 
asked the District Court to review the decision of the Department's Hearing Examiner, Michael 
B. Howell. The Department's Hearing Examiner determined that the requirements for 
disqualification of Mr. Trottier's Commercial Driving Privileges set forth in Idaho Code § 49-
335 were complied with and Mr. Trottier should have his Commercial Driving Privileges 
suspended for life as a result of failing an evidentiary test for alcohol concentration. 
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William Richard Trottier was notified on September 13, 2011 that the Idaho 
Transportation Department intended to disqualify him the operation of Commercial Motor 
Vehicle as a result of his failure of evidentiary testing for breath alcohol (R. p. 001). 
Mr. Trottier timely requested a hearing with the Idaho Department of Transportation's 
Hearing Examiner (R. pp. 004-005) on the proposed Commercial Driver's License 
Disqualification. 
A hearing was held telephonically on October 11, 2011 (R. p. 008). 
Mr. Trottier timely filed a Petition for Judicial Review (R. pp. 026-027) and the 
disqualification of Mr. Trottier' s Commerci.al Driving Privileges has been stayed pending the 
Court's review (R. pp. 030-031). 
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STANDARD OF REVIEW 
Idaho Code§ 49-335(4) provides: 
A person is disqualified for the period of time specified in 49 CFR part 3 83 if 
found to have committed two (2) or more of any of the offenses specified in 
subsection (1) or (2) of this section, or any combination of those offenses, arising 
from two (2) or more separate incidents. 1 
The review of disputed issues of fact must be confined to the agency record for judicial 
review, Idaho Code§ 67-5277. 
Idaho Code§ 67-5279(1) sets out the scope of review. "The Court shall not substitute its 
judgment for that of the agency as to the weight of the evidence on questions of fact." Upon 
judicial review of an administrative hearing officer's order, a Court may not set aside findings 
unless those findings are "not supported by substantial evidence on the Record as a whole" Idaho 
Code § 67-5279(3)(d). Mahurin v. State of Idaho, Department of Transportation, 140 Idaho 
656, 99 P.Jd 125, (2004). 
1 Idaho Code§ 49-335 (1) & (2) provides: 
(I) Any person who operates a commercial motor vehicle or who holds a class A, B or C driver's 
license is disqualified from operating a commercial motor vehicle for a period of not less than one 
(1) year if convicted in the form ofajudgment or withheldjudgment ofa first violation under any 
state or federal law of: 
(a) Operating a motor vehicle while under the influence of alcohol or a controlled 
substance; 
(b) Operating a commercial motor vehicle while the alcohol concentration of the person's 
blood, breath or bodily substance is 0.04 or more; 
(c) Leaving the scene of an accident involving a motor vehicle driven by the person; 
(d) Using a motor vehicle in the commission of any felony; 
(e) Operating a commercial motor vehicle when the person's class A, B or C commercial 
driver's license driving privileges were revoked, suspended or canceled, or during a time 
when such person was disqualified from operating a commercial motor vehicle, if the 
reason for such revocation, suspension, cancellation oi- disqualification was the result of a 
violation that occurred while the person was operating a commercial motor vehicle; 
(f) Causing a fatality through negligent operation of a commercial motor vehicle, 
including, but not limited to, the crimes of motor vehicle manslaughter, homicide by 
motor vehicle and negligent homicide. 
(2) Any person who operates a commercial motor vehicle or who holds a class A, B or C driver's 
license is disqualified from operating a commercial motor vehicle for a period of not less than one 
(1) year if the person refuses to submit to or submits to and fails a test to determine the driver's 
alcohol, drug or other intoxicating substances concentration while operating a motor vehicle. 
See also Appendix I, copy of 49 CFR 3 83 .51 
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Idaho Code § 67-5279(3) further provides: 
When the agency was required by the provisions of this chapter or by other 
provision of law to issue an order, the court shall affirm the agency action unless 
the court finds that the agency's findings, inferences, conclusions or decisions are: 
(a) in violation of constitutional or statutory provisions; 
(b) in excess of the statutory authority of the agency; 
(c) made upon unlawful procedure; 
( d) not supported by substantial evidence on the record as a whole; or 
( e) arbitrary, capricious, or an abuse of discretion. 
The appropriate remedy pursuant to the Idaho Administrative Procedures Act is: " ... if 
the agency action is not affirmed, it shall be set aside, in whole or in part and remanded for 
further proceedings as necessary." Idaho Code§ 67-5279(3). 
The interpretation and application of statutory law and administrative rules or regulations 
present legal issues over which the Court exercises free review, State v. Perkins, 135 Idaho 17 at 
20, 13 P.3d 344, 347 (Ct. App. 2000). 
The Idaho Supreme Court has held that the decision of the Department must be affirmed 
unless the order violates statutory or constitutional provisions, exceeds the agency's authority, is 
made upon unlawful procedure, is not supported by substantial evidence or is arbitrary, 
capricious or an abuse of discretion. Marshall v. Idaho Transportation Department, 137 Idaho 
337, 48 P.3d 666 (2002). 
CHARACTERIZATION OF THE ISSUE 
Mr. Trottier challenges the Idaho Transportation Department's Hearing Examiner's 
decision that Mr. Trottier should suffer a lifetime disqualification from the operation of 
commercial motor vehicles arguing that Mr. Trottier was denied procedural due process. 
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Mr. Trottier argued before the Idaho Transportation Department's Hearing Examiner that 
Mr. Trottier should be entitled to the benefit of the stay of the Commercial Driver's License 
Disqualification administrative action as a result of the Stay entered by the Court in the judicial 
review of Mr. Trottier's Administrative License Suspension. Mr. Trottier submits that the Idaho 
Transportation Department should not be able proceed with the Administrative Disqualification 
of Mr. Trottier's Commercial Driving Privileges until the Administrative License Suspension 
Judicial Review is concluded. Mr. Trottier further argued to the Hearing Examiner that the 
Idaho Transportation Department was in violation of the Court's stay entered in Mr. Trottier's 
Judicial Review of the Administrative License Suspension of Mr. Trottier's driving privileges 
when proceeding to disqualify Mr. Trottier's Commercial Driving Privileges in a separate 
administrative process. In addition to making those arguments Mr. Trottier asks the Court to 
take Judicial Notice of the Court's proceedings and file in the Judicial review of the 
Administrative License Suspension of Mr. Trottier' s driving privileges. 
The question pursuant to I.C. § 49-335(4) is whether Mr. Trottier has Commercial 
Driving Privileges, whether he had recently failed an evidentiary test for blood alcohol and 
whether he had suffered a prior evidentiary test failure. The Hearing Examiner specifically finds 
that Mr. Trottier has commercial driving privileges and had failed two evidentiary tests (R. p. 
042).2 
2 
I. 
Records of the Department demonstrates that respondent failed a test to determine the driver's 
alcohol concentration administered by a police officer on or about July 2, 2009, the· State of 
Washington and again on September 3, 2011, in Latah County, State ofidaho. All of the incidents 
were while the respondent was operating a non-commercial vehicle. 
Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and Preliminary Order, '1f I, p. I, R p. 042. 
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There is no evidence submitted to the Hearing Examiner that Mr. Trottier did not fail the 
prior evidentiary test in Washington or that he has not suffered an unvacated Administrative 
License Suspension. 
Nor is it a violation of due process for the Hearing Examiner in the Disqualification of 
Mr. Trottier's Commercial Driving privileges to make a decision based on the Idaho 
Transportation Department's Record. 
Mr. Trottier argues that the Department's conduct of an Administrative Hearing in 
connection with Mr. Trottier' s Commercial Driving Privileges is in violation of the Stay entered 
in an entirely different case where Mr. Trottier requested Judicial Review of an Administrative 
License Suspension pursuant to LC. § 18-8002A. Clearly, there is nothing in the language of the 
Stay in the Administrative License Suspension case that prohibits the Department from taking 
any other action in connection with Mr. Trottier's driving privileges other than the consequences 
he would suffer under the Administrative License Suspension, 
The Department does not violate the Comi's stay m the Judicial Review of the 
Administrative License Suspension of Mr. Trottier's Driving Privileges when it proceeds to 
address the unique driving privileges Mr. Trottier has as a Commercial Driver. The Idaho Court 
has maintained that the Commercial Driving Privileges Disqualification Action is separate and 
distinct from the Administrative License Suspension action, Wanner v. State, Dept. of Transp. 
150 Idaho 164, 244 P.3d 1250 (2011), Buell v. Idaho Dept. ofTransp. 151 Idaho 257,· 254 P.3d 
1253 (2011). 
The Court does not stay the Idaho Transportation Department from additional 
proceedings involving Mr. Trottier's driving privileges in the Administrative License Suspension 
case, only the implementation of the Administrative License Suspension as a result of the failed 
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evidentiary test is stayed. Any subsequent action by the Idaho Transportation Department 
regarding the Disqualification of Mr. Trottier's Commercial driving privileges should be able to 
proceed. 
There is no showing offered by Mr. Trottier that the Administrative License Suspension 
pursuant to LC. § l 8-8002A has been vacated. 
In particular, the Legislature has addressed the action of the Department in defining what 
can be considered by the Department for purposes of the Commercial Driving Privileges 
disqualify: 
For purposes of disqualification or withdrawal of commercial vehicle driving 
privileges only, "conviction" means an unvacated adjudication of guilt, or 
determination that a person has violated or failed to comply with the law in a 
court of original jurisdiction or by an authorized administrative tribunal, an 
unvacated forfeiture of bail or collateral deposited to secure the person's 
appearance in court, a plea of guilty or nolo contendere accepted by the court, the 
payment of a fine or court cost, or violation of a condition of release without bail, 
regardless of whether or not the penalty is rebated, suspended or probated. 
(Emphasis added.) · 
Idaho Code§ 49-104(14)(b).3 
There is no violation of the Court's stay in the LC.§ 18-8002A Administration License 
Suspension Judicial Review as a result of the Department's proceeding with the disqualification 
of Mr. Trottier's privileges to operate a commercial vehicle pursuant to LC. § 49-335. 
Neither is there a procedural due process violation. Mr. Trottier received "an opportunity 
to be heard at a meaningful time in a meaningful manner" Matthews v. Eldridge 424 US. 319 at 
333 (1976). There are sufficient procedural protections in place based upon the process provided 
3 Should the Court vacate the Administrative License Suspension, pursuant to the definition of conviction, the 
Department would not have two "convictions" for purposes of a lifetime disqualification of Mr. Trottier's privileges 
to operate a Commercial Vehicle, but the Department may elect to proceed under LC. § 49-335(2). 
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Mr. Trottier regarding the disqualification of Mr. Trottier's privileges to operate a Commercial 
Motor Vehicle.4 
Here Mr. Trottier was given notice of a hearing, had competent counsel appear on his 
behalf and was aware of what information had been provided by the Department for purposes of 
creating the initial Record. 
The Mathews standard is clearly met with the Department providing Mr. Trottier with a 
hearing before a neutral and disinterested Hearing Examiner. 5 
Mr. Trottier does not engage in the balancing analysis required by A1athews, therefore 
there is nothing for the Court to consider. Mr. Trottier does not offer the Court any analysis of 
his due process challenge. 
However, the balancing required of the Mathews factors clearly indicates no procedural 
deficiencies. The private interest here is Mr. Trottier's Commercial Driving Privileges. There is 
little risk of an "erroneous deprivation" based on the process provided Mr. Trottier. Mr. Trottier 
offers no additional procedural safeguards for the Court's consideration. Mr. Trottier argues for 
a different process requiring considerable time between the Administrative License Suspension 
pursuant to LC.§ 18-8002A and the Commercial Driving Privileges pursuant to LC.§ 49-335. 
Specifically, the Idaho Court has never found the Department's administrative hearing 
process to be constitutionally suspect, In re Suspension of Driver's License of Gib bar, 143 Idaho 
4 
Due process generally requires consideration of three distinct factors: First, the private interest that 
will be affected by the official action; second, the risk of an erroneous deprivation of such interest 
through the procedures used, and the probable value, if any, of additional or substitute procedural 
safeguards; and finally, the Government's interest, including the function involved and the fiscal 
and administrative burdens that the additional or substitute procedural requirement would entail. 
Mathewsv. Eldridge, 424 US. 319, 335, 96 S. Ct. 893, 903, 47 L. Ed. 2d 18 (1976). 
5 No challenge has been made the that Hearing Examiner was biased or otherwise unduly influenced. 
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937, I55 P.3d 1176 (Ct. App. 2006), also see Wanner v. State, Dept. o/Transp. I50 Idaho I64, 
244P.3d1250 (20IO) and Buell v. Idaho Dept. o/Transp. 15I Idaho 257, 254P.3d1253 (2011). 
The Hearing Examiner was not encouraged to come to a different conclusion and was not 
presented evidence or authority as to why the Hearing Examiner should not rely on the Idaho 
Transportation Department's Records that prior evidentiary tests for breath alcohol had been 
failed by Mr. Trottier. 
The Public interest implicated here is substantial. The Idaho Courts considering the 
Mathews factors in the context of Administrative License Suspension hearings have found a 
substantial public interest, Bell v. Idaho Transp. Dept. I5I Idaho 659, 262 P.3d I030(20I1). 6 
Further, the Department has an interest in the implementation of its governing statutes. 
Mr. Trottier really just makes a policy argument that the Idaho Transportation 
Department should not disqualify Mr. Trottier from the operation of a Commercial Motor 
Vehicle based on his failure of two evidentiary tests. That Legislative decision to disqualify Mr. 
Trottier's Commercial driving privileges is not before the Court. 
Mr. Trottier does not have a "substantial right" in a different hearing process without 
offering to the Court a showing of how the hearing should be conducted differently, particularly 
6 
Idaho's appellate courts have considered the Mathews factors in the context of administrative 
license suspension hearings and have found that while an individual does have a substantial 
interest in his or her license, that interest may be subordinated by the State's interest in preventing 
intoxicated persons from driving, particularly where the individual is entitled to review 
procedures. See Ankney, 109 Idaho at 4-5, 704 P.2d at 336-37 (concluding that the then-
applicable statute, LC. § 49-352, which enabled a police officer to seize a person's driver's license 
prior to a hearing, did not violate procedural due process because there was not a high risk of 
erroneous deprivation where the statute provided for a prompt post-seizure review, coupled with 
the requirement that the police officer requesting the evidentiary test have reasonable grounds to 
believe the driver is intoxicated); see also In re McNeely, 119 Idaho 182, 190-91, 804 P.2d 911, 
919-20 (Ct.App.1990) (concluding that the notice provided by the advisory form, as set forth in 
the applicable statute, did not violate the driver's procedural due process). 
Bellv. Idaho Transp. Dept., 151Idaho659, 262P.3d1030, 1036 (2011). 
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considering that Mr. Trottier had the burden. Myers v. Workmen's Auto Ins. Co. 140 Idaho 495, 
95 P.3d 977 (2004). 
The only alternative implicitly suggested by Mr. Trottier is delaying the Commercial 
Driving License disqualification until the Administrative License Suspension has run its course. 
Mr. Trottier in the worst case would have gone through an appellate court's determination that 
the Administrative License Suspension was a valid "conviction" and then would get notice that 
the Idaho Transportation Department was going to disqualify him from the operation of 
Commercial vehicles. 
The Idaho Court in Wanner v. State, Dept. of Transp. 150 Idaho 164, 244 P.3d 1250 
(2010) and Buell v. Idaho Dept. ofTransp. 151 Idaho 257, 254P.3d1253 (2011) have not found 
the Idaho Transportation Department's process to be unconstitutional. 
Here the Record reflects that Mr. Trottier had Commercial Driving Privileges and failed 
multiple evidentiary tests for breath alcohol. 
Mr. Trottier argues without authority that the decision of the Idaho Transportation 
Department to proceed with a lifetime disqualification should wait until the Administrative 
License Suspension process has ran its course. The Idaho Transportation Department does not 
violate the stay entered in the judicial review of the Administrative License Suspension when the 
Department proceeds with a disqualification of Mr. Trottier's Commercial Driving Privileges 
based on a failed evidentiary test. 
Mr. Trottier received an opportunity to be heard, at a reasonable time, in a meaningful 
manner, receiving such process due him Mathews v. Eldridge, 424 US. 319, 335, 96 S. Ct. 893, 
903, 47 L. Ed. 2d 18 (J 976). 
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Finally, Mr. Trottier requests the Court to take Judicial Notice of the proceedings in the 
Administrative License Suspension case. This action would create a record in the 
disqualification of Mr. Trottier's Commercial Driving Privileges that does not exist before the 
Idaho Transportation Department's Hearing Examiner. Without seeking leave to supplement the 
Record as provided for by Idaho Code § 67-5272, the Court's enlargement of the Record to 
include matters not considered by the Hearing Examiner is entirely inappropriate and not 
supported by the Administrative Procedures Act. 
Mr. Trottier has not met his burden. Mr. Trottier has received the process due him. The 
Hearing Examiner's Findings and Conclusions are based on substantial evidence in the record 
and should be confirmed by the Court. Mr. Trottier should be disqualified from the operation of 
a commercial vehicle for his lifetime. 
DATED the /q day of February, 2012. 
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Edwin L. Litteneker 
Special Deputy Attorney General for 
Idaho Transportation Department 
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Section Page 1 of I 
[Code of Federal Regulations] 
[Title 49, Volume 5] 
[Revised as of October 1, 2010] 
From the US. Government Printing Office via GPO Access 
[CITE: 49CFR383.51] 
[Page 197] 
TITLE 49 -TRANSPORTATION 
CHAPTER III--FEDERAL MOTOR CARRIER SAFETY ADMINISTRATION, DEPARTMENT OF 
TRANSPORTATION 
PART 383_COMMERCIAL DRIVER'S LICENSE STA."IDARDS; REQUIREMENTS AND PENALTIES--Table of Contents 
Subpart D Driver Disqualifications and Penalties 
Sec. 383.51 Disqualifications of Drivers. 
* * * * * 
(c) * * * 
Table 2 to Sec. 383.51 
If the driver operates a motor 
vehicle and is convicted of: 
For a second 
conviction of any 
combination of 
offenses in this 
Table in a 
separate incident 
within a 3-year 
period while 
operating a CMV, a 
person required to 
have a CDL and a 
CDL holder must be 
disqualified from 
operating a CMV 
for ... 
For a second 
conviction of any 
combination of 
offenses in this 
Table in a 
separate incident 
within a 3-year 
period while 
operating a non-
CMV, a CDL holder 
must be 
disqualified from 
operating a CMV, 
if the conviction 
results in the 
revocation, 
cancellation, or 
suspension of the 
CDL holder's 
license or non-CMV 
driving 
privileges, for . 
* * * * * 
For a third or 
subsequent 
conviction of any 
combination of 
offenses in this 
Table in a 
separate incident 
within a 3-year 
period while 
operating a CMV, a 
person required to 
have a CDL and a 
CDL holder must be 
disqualified from 
operating a CMV 
for ... 
For a third or 
subsequent 
conviction of any 
combination of 
offenses in this 
Table in a 
separate incident 
within a 3-year 
period w'1ile 
operating a non-
CMV, a CDL holder 
must be 
disqualified from 
operating a CMV, 
if the conviction 
results in the 
revocation, 
cancellation, or 
suspension of the· 
CDL holder's 
license or non-CMV 
driving 
privileges, for 
(9) Violating a State or local 
law or ordinance on motor 
vehicle traffic control 
prohibiting texting while 
driving.\2\ 
60 days ........... Not applicable .... 120 days .......... Not applicable. 
* * * * * 
\2\ Driving, for the purpose of this disqualification, means operating a commercial motor vehicle, with the 
motor running, including while temporarily stationary because of traffic, a traffic control device, or other 
momentary delays. Driving does not include operating a commercial motor vehicle with or without the motor 
running when the driver has moved the vehicle to the side of, or off, a highway, as defined in 49 CFR 390.5, 
and has halted in a location where the vehicle can safely remain stationary. 
* * * * * 
er, the added text is set forth as follows: [[Page 197]] 
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Title 49: Transportation 
PART 383--COMMERCIAL DRIVER'S LICENSE Sli"INDARDS· REQUIREMENTS AND PENAL 11ES 
Subpart D-Driver Disqualifications and Penalties 
Browse Next 
§ 383.51 Disqualification of drivers. 
(a) General. (1) A person required to have a CLP or COL Wio is disqualified must not drive a CMV. 
(2) An employer must not knoVvingly allow, require, permit, or authorize a driver who is disqualified to 
drive a CMV. 
(3) A holder of a CLP or COL is subj:;ct to disqualification sanctions designated in parcwaphs (b) and (c) 
of this section, if the holder drives a CMV or non-CMV and is convicted of the violations listed in those 
paragraphs. 
(4) Determining first and subsequmt violations. For purposes of determining first and subsequent 
violations of the offenses specified in this subpart, each comiction for any offense listed in Tables 1 
through 4 to this section rest.Jting from a separate incident, Wiether committed in a CMV or non-CMV, 
must be counted. 
(5) The disqualification period must be in addition to any other previous periods of disqualification. 
(6) Reinstatement after lifetime disqwlification. A State may reinstate any driver disqualified for life for 
offenses described in pcragraphs (b)(1) through (8) ofthis section (Table 1 to §383.51) after 10 years, if 
that person has \Oluntarily entered and successully completed an appropriate rEhabilitation program 
approved by the State. Any person who has been reinstated in accordarce with this provision and who 
is subsequently convicted of a disqualifying offense described in paragraprs (b)(1) through (8) of this 
section (Table 1 to §383.51) must not be reinstated. 
(b) Disqualification for major offenses. Table 1 to §383.51 contains a list ofthe offenses and periods K:>r 
which a person Wio is required to have a CLP or COL is disqualifed, depending upon the type of vehicle 
the driver is operating at the time of the violation, as follows: 
Table 1 to §383.51 
For a first 
conviction 
or refusal to 
be tested 
while 
operating a For a 
CMV second 
transporting conviction 
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hazardous or refusal to 
materials be tested in For a 
required to a separate second 
be incident of conviction 
For a first placarded any or refusal to 
conviction under the combination tested in 
or refusal to Hazardous of offenses a separate 
be tested Materials in this Table incident of 
while For a first Regulations while any 
operating a conviction (49 CFR part operating a combination 
CMV,a or refusal to 172, subpart CMV,a of offenses 
person be tested F), a person person in this Table 
required to while required to required to while 
have a CLP operating a have a CLP have a operating a 
or CDL and non-CMV, a or CDL and or CDL and non-CMV, a 
a CLP or CLP or CDL a CLP or a CLP or CLP or CDL 
CDL holder holder must CDL holder CDL holder holder must 
must be be must be must be be 
If a driver disqualified disqualified disqualified disqualified disqualified 
operates a from from from from from 
motor vehicle operating a operating a operating a operating a operating a 
and is CMVfor CMV for CMV for CMVfor CMV for 
convicted of: * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
(1) Being 1 year 1 year 3 years Life Life. 
under the 
influence of 
alcohol as 
prescribed by 
State law 
* * * 
(2) Being 1 year 1 year 3 years Life Life. 
under the 
influence of a 
controlled 
substance 
* * * 
(3) Having an 1 year Not 3 years Life Not 
alcohol applicable applicable. 
concentration 
of 0.04 or 
greater while 
operating a 
CMV * * * 
(4) Refusing to 1 year 1 year 3 years Life Life. 
take an 
alcohol test as 
required by a 
State or 
jurisdiction 
under its 
jimplied I I 
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consent laws 
or regulations 
as defined in 
§383.72 of this 
part * * * 
(5) Leaving 1 year 1 year 3 years Life Life. 
the scene of 
an accident 
* * * 
(6) Using the 1 year 1 year 3 years Life Life. 
vehicle to 
commit a 
felony, other 
than a felony 
described in 
paragraph (b) 
(9) of this table 
* * * 
(7) Driving a 1 year Not 3 years , Life Not 
CMV when, as applicable applicable. 
a result of 
prior violations 
committed 
operating a 
CMV, the 
driver's COL is 
revoked, 
suspended,' or 
canceled, or 
the driver is 
disqualified 
from operating 
a CMV 
(8) Causing a 1 year Not 3 years Life Not 
fatality through applicable applicable. 
the negligent 
operation of a 
CMV, 
including but 
not limited to 
the crimes of 
motor vehicle 
manslaughter, 
homicide by 
motor vehicle 
and negligent 
homicide 
(9) Using the Life-not Life-not Life-not Life-not Life-not 
vehicle in the eligible for eligible for eligible for eligible for eligible for 
commission of 10-year 10-year 10-year 10-year 10-year 
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a felony reinstatement reinstatement reinstatement reinstatement reinstatement 
involving 
manufacturing, 
distributing, or 
dispensing a 
controlled 
substance 
* * * 
(c) Disqualification for serious traffic vio/atiors. Table 2 to §383.51 contains a list ofthe offenses and the 
periods for which a person Wio is required to have a CLP or COL is disqualifed, depending upon the 
type of vehicle the driver is operating at the time of the violation, as follows: 
Table 2 to §383.51 
For a third or 
For a second subsequent 
conviction of conviction of 
any any 
combination combination 
of offenses in of offenses in 
this Table in a this Table in a 
separate separate 
incident For a third or incident 
For a second within a 3- subsequent within a 3-
conviction of year period conviction of year period 
any while any while 
combination operating a combination operating a 
of offenses non-CMV, a of offenses in non-CMV, a 
in this Table CLP or CDL this Table in CLP or COL 
in a separate holder must a separate holder must 
incident be incident be 
within a 3- disqualified within a 3- disqualified 
year period from year period from 
while operating a while operating a 
operating a CMV, if the operating a CMV, if the 
CMV,a conviction CMV,a conviction 
person results in the person results in the 
required to revocation, required to revocation, 
have a CLP cancellation, have a CLP cancellation, 
or COL and a or or CDL and a or 
CLP or COL suspension of CLP or COL suspension of 
holder must the CLP or holder must the CLP or 
be COL holder's be COL holder's 
If the driver disqualified license or disqualified license or 
operates a from non-CMV from non-CMV 
motor vehicle operating a driving operating a driving 
and is CMV for privileges, for CMVfor privileges, for 
convicted of: * * * * * * * * * * * * 
(1) Speeding 60 days 60 days 120 days 120 days. 
excessively, 
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involving any 
speed of 24.1 
kmph (15 
mph) or more 
above the 
posted speed 
limit 
(2) Driving 60 days 60 days 120 days 120 days. 
recklessly, as 
defined by 
State or local 
law or 
regulation, 
including but, 
not limited to, 
offenses of 
driving a motor 
vehicle in 
willful or 
wanton 
disregard for 
the safety of 
persons or 
property 
(3) Making 60 days 60 days 120 days 120 days. 
improper or 
erratic traffic 
lane changes 
(4) Following 60 days 60 days 120 days 120 days. 
the vehicle 
ahead too 
closely 
(5) Violating 60 days 60 days 120 days 120 days. 
State or local 
law relating to 
motor vehicle 
traffic control 
(other than a 
parking 
violation) 
arising in 
connection 
with a fatal 
accident 
(6) Driving a 60 days Not applicable 120 days Not applicable. 
CMV without 
obtaining a 
COL 
(7) Driving a 60 days Not applicable 120 days Not applicable. 
ICMV without a I I 
< ' 1.15 
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COL in the 
driver's 
possession 1 
(8) Driving a 60 days Not applicable 120 days Not applicable. 
CMVwithout 
the proper 
class of COL 
and/or 
endorsements 
for the specific 
vehicle group 
being operated 
or for the 
passengers or 
type of cargo 
being 
transported 
(9) Violating a 60 days Not applicable 120 days Not applicable. 
State or local 
law or 
ordinance on 
motor vehicle 
traffic control 
prohibiting 
texting while 
driving.2 
(10) Violating 60 days Not applicable 120 days Not applicable. 
a State or local 
law or 
ordinance on 
motor vehicle 
traffic control 
restricting or 
prohibiting the 
use of a hand-
held mobile 
telephone 
while driving a 
CMV.2 
1Any individual who provides proof to the enforcement authority that issued the citation, bythe date the 
individual must appear in court or pay any fine for such a violation, that the indi\1dual held a valid COL 
on the date the citatim was issued, shall not be guilty of this offense. 
2 Driving, for the purpose of this disqualification, means operating a commercial motor vehicle on a 
highway, including vvhile temporarily stationary because of traffic, a traffic control device, or other 
momentary delays. Driving does not include operating a commercial motor vehicle when the driver has 
moved the vehicle to the side of, or off, a highway and has halted in a locatim where the vehicle can 
safely remain stationary. 
(d) Disqualification for railroad-highway grade crossing offenses. Table 3 to §383.51 cortains a list of the 
offenses and the periods for which a person W'lo is required to ha1.e a CLP or COL is dsqualified, when 
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the driver is operating a CMV at the time of the violation, as follows: 
Table 3 to §383.51 
a third or 
For ai second subsequent 
conviction of any conviction of any 
For a first combination of combination of 
conviction a offenses in this offenses in this 
person Table in a separate Table in a separate 
required to incident within a 3- incident within a 3~ 
If the driver is have a CLP or year period, a year period, a 
convicted COL and a CLP person required to person required to 
operatfr1g a or COL holder have a CLP or COL have a CLP or COL 
CMVin must be and a CLP or COL and a CLP or COL 
violation of a disqualified holder must be holder must be 
Federal, State from operating disqualified from disqualified from 
or local law a CMV for operating a CMV operating a CMV 
because * * *. * * * for * * * for * * * 
(1) The driver is No less than 60 No less than 120 No less than 1 year. 
not required to days days 
always stop, but 
fails to slow 
down and check 
that tracks are 
clear of an 
approaching 
train * * * 
(2) The driver is No less than 60 No less than 120 No less than 1 year. 
not required to days days 
always stop, but 
fails to stop 
before reaching 
the crossing, if 
the tracks are 
not clear * * * 
(3) The driver is No less than 60 No less than 120 No less than 1 year. 
always required days days 
to stop, but fails 
to stop before 
driving onto the 
crossing * * * 
(4) The driver No less than 60 No less than 120 No less than 1 year. 
fails to have days days 
sufficient space 
to drive 
completely 
through the 
crossing without 
stopping * * * 
http://ecfr.gpoaccess.gov/cgi/t/text/text-idx?c=ecfr&sid=e5b8b5558b56a3c2c1 a44dc2160a... 1/24/2012 
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(5) The driver No less than 60 No less than 120 No less than 1 year. 
fails to obey a days days 
traffic control 
device or the 
directions of an 
enforcement 
official at the 
crossing * * * 
(6) The driver No less than 60 No less than 120 No less than 1 year. 
fails to negotiate days days 
a crossing 
because of 
insufficient 
undercarriage 
clearance * * * 
(e) Disqualification for violating all-of-service orders. Table 4 to §383.51 contains a list ofthe offenses 
and periods for which a person who is required to ha\€ a CLP or COL is disqualifed when the driver is 
operating a CMV at the time of the violation, as follows: 
TABLE 4 TO §383.51 
For a third or 
For a second subsequent 
For a first conviction in a conviction in a 
conviction separate incident separate incident 
while operating within a 10-year within a 10-year 
a CMV, a period while period while 
person operating a CMV, operating a CMV, 
required to a person a person required 
hav.e a CLP or required to have to have a CLP or 
COL and a CLP a CLP or CDL CDL and a CLP 
or CDL holder and a CLP or or CDL holder 
If the driver must be CDL holder must must be 
operates a CMV disqualified be disqualified disqualified from 
and is convicted of from operating from operating a operating a CMV 
* * * a CMV for * * * CMV for * * * for * * * 
(1) Violating a driver No less than 180 No less than 2 No less than 3 
or vehicle out-of- days or more years or more years or more than 
service order while than 1 year than 5 years 5 years. 
transporting 
nonhazardous 
materials 
(2) Violating a driver No less than 180 No less than 3 No less than 3 
or vehicle out-of- days or more years or more years or more than 
service order while than 2 years than 5 years 5 years. 
transporting 
hazardous materials 
required to be 
placarded under part 
172, subpart F of I 
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this title, or while 
operating a vehicle 
designed to 
transport 16 or more 
passengers, 
including the driver 
[67 FR 49756, July31, 2002, as amended at 68 FR 4396, Jan. 29, 20CB; 72 FR 36787, July5, 2007; 75 
FR 59134, Sept. 27, 2010; 76 FR 26879, IVBy 9, 2011; 76 FR 75486, Dec.~ 2011] 
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JOHN W. WALKER, P.A., ISB #1512 
WALKER & PATTINSON 
Attorneys at Law 
1208 Alturas Drive 
P. 0. Box 8447 
Moscow, Idaho 83843 
Telephone: 208-882-4536 
Facsimile: 208-882-4580 
Attorney for Petitioner 
THJE DISTRICT 
OF THJE ST ATE 
WILLIAM TROTTIER 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
STATE OF IDAHO 
TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT, 
Respondent. 
SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No.: CV-2011-1163 
REPLY BRIEF AND MOTION FOR 
lLEA VE TO PRESENT ADDITIONAL 
EVIDENCE OF PETITIONER 
WILLIAM TROTTIER REGARDING 
COMMERCIAL DRIVER'S LICENSE 
Petitioner, William Trottier, hereby submits his Reply Brief and Motion for Leave to 
Present Additional Evidence in the above-entitled matter. 
I. 
Respondent contends that the above-entitled court may not take judicial notice of the 
proceedings in the administrative license suspension case, which is subject to appellate review in 
Latah County Case Number CV-2011-1069. See Respondent's Brief at page 11. 
Petitioner contends that judicial notice is appropriate and permissible pursuant to Idaho 
Rule of Civil Procedure 44 and Idaho Rules of Evidence 201(a), (b), (c), (d), (e), and (f). 
Petitioner seeks judicial notice at pages 8, 9, and 10 of the Petitioner's Brief in the above-entitled 
case. City and county ordinances are subject to judicial notice even though they are not included 
REPLY BRIEF AND MOTION FOR 
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in the record. Lowery v. Lowery v. Board of County Commissioners for Ada County, 115 Idaho 
64 (1988). 
Alternatively, pursuant to the Idaho Administrative Procedure Act (Idaho Code 67-5276), 
Petitioner applies for leave of the court to present additional evidence. 
Idaho Code 67-5276 provides: 
"(1) If, before the date set for hearing, application is made to the court for leave to 
present additional evidence and it is shown to the satisfaction of the court that the 
additional evidence is material, relates to the validity of the agency action, and that: 
(a) there were good reasons for failure to present it in the proceeding before the 
agency, the court may remand the matter to the agency with directions that the agency 
receive additional evidence and conduct additional factfinding. 
(b) there were alleged irregularities in procedure before the agency, the court may 
take proof on the matter. 
(2) The agency may modify its action by reason of the additional evidence and shall file 
any modifications, new findings, or decisions with the reviewing court." 
The Petitioner seeks to have the court consider as additional evidence all of those 
documents, records, audio and video evidence, judgments and opinions that are set forth in the 
Motion for Judicial Notice contained at pages 8 and 9 of the Petition for Judicial Review, 
including the Ind~x and list of documents listed in Latah County Case No. CV-2011-1069~ which 
are attached to the Petitioner's Brief Regarding Commercial Driver's License. 
In support of the application and motion to present this additional evidence, the Petitioner 
asserts that the additional evidence is material, relates to the validity of the agency action and 
that there were good reasons for failure to present the evidence in the proceedings before the 
agency. Further, Petitioner asserts that there were irregularities in procedure before the agency. 
First, there were good reasons for failure to present the evidence in the proceedings 
before the agency in that the hearing officer improperly refused to permit Mr. Trottier to submit 
evidence and argue the issues concerning the validity of the stop of Mr. Trottier's vehicle, and 
REPLY BRIEF AND MOTION FOR 
LEA VE TO PRESENT ADDITIONAL 
EVIDENCE ... 2 121 
the impropriety in administering the blood alcohol test. The hearing officer's refusal to permit 
this evidence and argument constituted a denial of Petitioner's procedural and substantive due 
process rights under the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments to the United States Constitution, as 
well as the due process guarantees contained within Article One, Section Thirteen of the Idaho 
Constitution. Please see the original transcript, page 3 lines 16-25 and pages 4-10. 
Second, there were irregularities in procedure before the agency as set forth and 
contained within the agency record and transcript. Those irregularities are asserted above and 
within Petitioner's Brief Regarding Commercial Driver's License. In addition, the Petitioner 
emphasizes the failure of the hearing officer to honor the District Court's Stay Order, wherein 
the court ordered as follows: 
"IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the execution and/or enforcement of the 
Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law and Order issued by the Idaho 
Transportation Department (ITD) on September 28, 2011, in ITD File No. 
657000098436, suspending Petitioner's driving privileges is hereby STAYED 
during the pendency of appeal of said order. Petitioner's driving privileges are 
therefore ordered reinstated during the pendency of appeal." 
Had the hearing officer properly complied with the District Court's Stay Order there 
would not have been a suspension of the commercial driver's license during the pendency of the 
appeal of the Petitioner's driving privileges issued in ITD File 657000098436. 
Once the District Court mled on the propriety of the suspension of the Petitioner's 
driver's license, then the court's determination in the form of a Judgment would have been 
available to introduce at the time of the commercial driver's license hearing. Obviously, the case 
that was on appeal with the District Court had not been determined at the time of the commercial 
REPLY BRIEF AND MOTION FOR 
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driver's license hearing and therefore any decision with regard to the underlying suspension 
could not have been entered into the commercial driver's license hearing record because no such 
order or determination had been made. By ignoring the court's Stay Order, the hearing officer in 
the commercial driver's license case created an enormous procedural inegularity that affected 
the ultimate outcome of the commercial driver's license case. That is, had the District Court 
ruled that the underlying suspension was invalid there would be no cause or reason for the 
suspension of the commercial driver's license. The hearing officer in the commercial driver's 
license case should have waited until a final determination had been made by the District Court 
with respect to the appeal. By failing to wait until the District Court made its determination the 
hearing officer created substantial and material procedural irregularities denying statutory and 
constitutional substantive and procedural due process rights to the Petitioner. 
Simply stated, until the District Court ruled on the driver's license suspension case 
on appeal in Latah County Case No. CV-2011-1069, the Administrative Hearing regarding 
the commercial driver's license was not "ripe" for hearing and adjudication before the 
administrative hearing officer. 
For the reasons stated above it is requested that the court take proof on the matter and 
permit the submission of the additional evidence in this record. Alternatively, Petitioner seeks to 
have the matter remanded to the commercial driver's license hearing officer once the court 
makes a determination with regard to the suspension of the driver's license in Latah County Case 
No. CV-2011-1069. 
HI. 
CONCLUSION 
In conclusion, the Petitioner seeks an order from the court as follows: 
REPLY BRIEF AND MOTION FOR 
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1. That the court permit the Petitioner to present additional evidence that is material 
and relates to the validity of the agency action as there were good reasons for the Petitioner's 
failure to present the evidence in the proceedings before the agency. That is, the hearing officer 
refused the request of Petitioner to consider said evidence and to present oral argument on the 
issues. The Petitioner seeks a court order remanding the matter to the agency with directions to 
receive the additional evidence, including the court's ruling on the appeal in Latah County Case 
No. CV-2011-1069. 
2. The Petitioner seeks to have the court take proof on the matter based upon the 
procedural irregularities conducted before the agency and thereafter remand the matter to the 
hearing officer with directions to reinstate the commercial driver's license of the Petitioner. 
3. That the court alternatively take judicial notice of the evidence set forth by the 
Petitioner in the Petitioner's brief at pages 8, and 9, including the Index and list Of documents in 
Latah County Case No. CV-2011-1069 as well as the court's Final Opinion and Judgment 
entered in the appellate case in Latah County Case No. CV-2011-1069. 
4. That the court enter an order finding that the hearing officer improperly ignored 
and disregarded the Order For Stay Pending Appeal filed on October 6, 2011 in Latah County 
Case No. CV-201.1-1069. Further, that the court order that the hearing officer, by ignoring and 
disregarding the Order for Stay Pending Appeal, improperly concluded that the Petitioner had 
failed a blood alcohol concentration test on September 3, 2011. Further, that the hearing officer, 
by ignoring the Order for Stay Pending Appeal, denied Petitioner procedural and substantive due 
process and violated the Fifth and Fourteenth Amendments of the United States Constitution as 
well as the guarantees under Article One, Section Thirteen of the Idaho Constitution. 
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5. That the court enter an Order finding that the hearing officer improperly refused 
to permit Petitioner to introduce evidence and argue issues concerning the validity of the stop of 
Mr. Trottier's vehicle and the improprieties in administering the blood alcohol test. Further, that 
the court enter an order finding that the refusal of the hearing officer to permit Mr. Trottier to 
introduce evidence and argue these issues during the hearing on the commercial driver's license 
denied Mr. Trottier procedural and substantive due process under the Fifth and Fourteenth 
Amendments of the United State Constitution, as well as the due process guarantees contained 
within Article One, Section Thirteen of the Idaho Constitution. 
6. That the court enter an Order and Findings of Fact that the blood alcohol 
concentration test and results as taken on September 3, 2011 are invalid and therefore cannot be 
used in any proceedings involving the commercial driver's license of the Petitioner. Further, that 
the court find and order that the commercial driver's license of William R. Trottier be fully and 
permanently reinstated. Finally, that the District Court order that the Findings of Fact and 
Conclusions of Law and Order by the hearing officer in the commercial driver's license case be 
reversed and that the matter be remanded fully reinstating the commercial driving privileges of 
William R. Trottier. £ 
_I}~/?::!-­
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED thi~ day of February, 2012. 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
_ 02fJC!.0 
I hereby certify that on t~_aay of February, 2012, I served a true and correct copy of 
the foregoing document by the method indicated and addressed to the following: 
Mr. Edwin L. Litteneker 
Special Deputy Attorney General 
Idaho Transpo1iation Department 
P.O. Box 321 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Mr. William Trottier 
1753 East F Street 
Moscow, ID 83843 
REPLY BRIEF AND MOTION FOR 
LEA VE TO PRESENT ADDITIONAL 
EVIDENCE ... 
---"--- U.S. Mail 
Hand Delivered 
---
___ Overnight Mail 
__ Facsimile (208) 798-8387 
X U.S. Mail 
Hand Delivered 
---
___ Overnight Mail 
Facsimile 
---
~,f A4L!/-?U-1l.UIA 
ohn Walker 
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John R. Stegner 
District Judge 
Date: March 19, 2012 
WILLIAfV[ RI CHARD TROTTIER, ) 
Shery 1 L. Engler 
Court Reporter 
Recording: Z:S/2012-03-19 
Time: 10:00 A.M. 
) Case Nos. CV-2011-1069 & CV-201 163 
Petitioner, ) 
) 
vs. ) 
) 
STATE OF IDAHO, DEPARTMENT ) 
OF TRANSPORTATION, ) 
) 
Respondent. ) 
APPEARANCES: 
Petitioner present with counsel, 
John W. Walker, Moscow, ID 
Respondent represented by counsel, 
Edwin L. Litteneker, Deputy Attorney 
General 
Subject of Proceedings: APPELLATE ARGUMENT 
This being the time fixed pursuant to order of the Court for the hearing of 
appellate argument in this case, Court noted the presence of counsel and the petitioner. 
Mr. Walker presented appellate argument on behalf of the petitioner. Mr. 
Litteneker presented appellate argument on behalf of the respondent. Mr. Walker 
argued in rebuttal. No surrebuttal argument. 
Court found that the hearing officer's determination that Mr. Trottier's license 
should be suspended is not supported by substantial and competent evidence, finding 
also that the DVD of the traffic stop does not corroborate the Schwecke affidavit, that it 
is in stark contrast to the affidavit and; therefore, found that Mr. Schwecke's stop of Mr. 
Trottier was not based on reasonable and articulable suspicion. Court further found 
that the officer's conclusion that Mr. Trottier engaged in an illegal turn and failed to 
maintain his lane of travel in violation of Idaho Code 49-637 is not supported by 
substantial and competent evidence. 
IN RE: CV-2011-1069 
For reasons articulated on the record, Court remanded CV-2011-1069 back to the 
hearing officer. 
Terry Odenborg 
Deputy Clerk 
COURT MINUTES - 1 
127 
Court instructed Mr. VI! alker to prepare an order in accordance its rulings. 
Court Mr. to prepare an order in 1 163 
indicating that because the Court has remanded CV-2011-1069 to the hearing officer, 
any disqualification is also remanded. 
Court requested Mr. Walker present both proposed orders 
fm his review prior presenting them to the Court for signature. 
Court recessed 11:05 A.M. 
Terry Odenborg 
Deputy Clerk 
COURT MINUTES - 2 
APPROVED BY: 
J2~ R. STEGNER 
DISTRICT JUDGE 
. t. ' 128 
CASE 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND .JUDICIAL DllSTRICT 
OF THE STATE OJF IDAHO, IN FOR COUNTY LAT AH 
WILLIAM TROTTIER 
Petitioner, 
vs. 
STATE OF IDAHO 
TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT. 
Respondent. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No.: CV-2011-1163 
ORDER VACATING COMMERCIAL 
DRIVER'S lLllCJENSlE SUSPENSION AND 
REMANDING TO IDAHO TRANSPORTATION 
DEPARTMENT WITH INSTRUCTIONS 
TO REINSTATE DRIVER'S LICENSE 
On Munday, March 19, 2012, the Petition for Judicial Review of the Findings of Fact and 
Conclusions of Law and Order issued by the Idaho Transportation Department on October 13, 
201 Lin ITO File Number 657A05885297, came before the above-entitled court. The Petitioner, 
William Trottier, was present •vith bis attorney. John \V. Walker. The Respondent, State of Idaho 
Transportation Department, was represented by Edwin L. Litteneker, Special Deputy Attorney 
General. 
The Court considered the arguments of the respective parties and thereafter issued a verbal 
opinion from the bench, which is adopted as the Court's Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law. 
NOW, THEREJ•ORE: 
IT IS HER.EBY ORDERl~D, ADJUDGED AND DECREED that the Findings of Fact 
and Conclusions of Law and Prelimi11ary Order entered by the Idaho Transportation Department for 
the State of Idaho in file number 657A05885297 by hearing examiner Michael B. Howell on 
October 13, 20 I 1 arc vacated and tllis matter is remanded to the 1daho Transportation Department 
ORDER VACATING COMMERCIAL 
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with instructions to immediately reinstate the commercial driver's license of William Richard 
Trottier, Idaho license number JA372300I. 
ORDERED as of tbis 
Approved as to form by: 
Edwin L. Litteneker 
Attorney for Respondent 
ORDER VACATLNG COMiHERCIAL 
DH.IVER'S LICENSE SUSPENSION ... 
of March, 2012. 
l!lO 
CLERK'S CERTl.FlCATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on day of March, 2012, I served a true and correct copy of the 
foreg_oing document by the method indicated and addressed to the following: 
:Mr. John W. Walker, P.A. 
Walker & Pattinson 
P.O. Box 8447 
Moscow, ID 83843 
Mr. Edwin L. Littcnckcr 
Special Deputy Attorney General 
Idaho Transportation Department 
P.O. Box 321 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
.tvlr. Wi lliain Trottier 
1753 East F Street 
Moscow, ID 83843 
ORDEH VACATJNG COMMERCIAL 
DRIVEU'S LICENSE SUSPENSION ... 
Clerk 
:t--u.s. Mail 
___ Hand Delivered 
___ Overnight Mail 
___ Facsimile 
U.S. Mail 
___ Hand Delivered 
___ Overnight Mail 
___ Facsimile 
__ U.S. Mail 
___ Hand Delivered 
___ Overnight Mail 
Facsimile 
l~Jl 
LAWRENCE G. WASDEN 
Attorney General 
Edwin L. Litteneker 
Special Deputy Attorney General 
Idaho Transportation Department 
PO Box 321 
Lewiston, Idaho 83501 
Telephone: (208) 746-0344 
ISB No. 2297 
Attorneys for Appellant. 
' ' l ', 
(i 
t 
v 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
WILLIAM TROTTIER, ) 
) 
Petitioner/Respondent) 
v. 
STATE OF IDAHO 
TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT, 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Respondent/ Appellant) 
Case No. CV 2011-1163 
NOTICE OJF APPEAL 
Fee Category: I. 
Fee: Exempt - I.C. § 67-2301 
TO: THE ABOVE NAMED RESPONDENT, WILLIAM TROTTIER, AND YOUR 
ATTORNEY, JOHN W. WALKER, WALKER & PATTINSON, P.O. 8447, 
MOSCOW, IDAHO 83843, AND THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE ENTITLED 
COURT: 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. The above named Appellant, STATE OF IDAHO TRANSPORTATION 
DEPARTMENT (hereinafter referred to as "Department"), appeals to the Idaho Supreme 
Court from the Order Vacating Commercial Driver's License Suspension and Remanding 
to Idaho Transportation Department with Instructions to Reinstate Driver's License of the 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 1 
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29th day of March 2012, entered by Honorable Judge Stegner vacating the Department's 
suspension of Mr. Trottier's driving privileges. 
2. This appeal is taken on issues of law and fact. It is generally submitted that 
the issues on appeal will include the District Court's failure to affirm the decision of the 
Department's Hearing Official suspending the Commercial Driving Privileges based on 
the Court setting aside an Administrative License Suspension in Latah County Case 
2011-1069. A more specific detailing of the issues on appeal will be supplied upon the 
briefing of this matter. 
3. That the Department has a right to appeal to the Idaho Supreme Court as the 
state agency which originally administratively suspended the driving privileges of Mr. 
Trottier and appeared through its Special Deputy Attorney General in the Petition for 
Judicial Review proceedings before the Honorable Judge Stegner. 
4. The order described in paragraph 1 above is an appealable order under and 
pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rule 1 l(f). 
5. The Appellant requests the preparation of the standard rep01ier's transcript 
from the Oral Argument on Petition for Judicial Review held on March 19, 2012 as 
defined in Idaho Appellate Rule 25(a). 
6. The Appellant requests the clerk's record be prepared as provided for under 
Idaho Appellate Rule 28(a)(l) including the Department's Administrative Record and the 
Transcript of the Department's Administrative Hearing. 
7. I certify: 
(a) That a copy of the Notice of Appeal has been served on the reporter. 
NOTICE OF APPEAL 2 
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(b) That the Clerk of the District Court has been paid the estimated fee for 
preparation of the reporter's transcript. 
(c) That the State of Idaho is exempt from paying the estimated fee for 
preparation of the clerk's record per Idaho Code Section 67-2301. 
( d) That the State of Idaho is exempt from paying the appellate filing fee 
per Idaho Code Section 67-2301. 
( e) That service has been made upon all parties required to be served 
pursuant to Idaho Appellate Rule 20. 
DATED this __ day of April, 2012. 
Edwin L. Litteneker 
Special Deputy Attorney General 
Attorney for Idaho Transportation Department 
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I DO HEREBY CERTIFY that a true 
And correct copy of the foregoing 
Document was: 
~--
Mailed by regular first class mail, 
And deposited in the United States 
Post Office 
__ Sent by facsimile 
__ Sent by Federal Express, overnight 
Delivery 
Hand delivered 
To: John W. Walker 
Walker & Pattinson 
P.O. Box 8447 
Moscow, Idaho 83843 
Sheryl Engler 
Certified Court Reporter 
P.O. Box 8606 
Moscow, Idaho 83843 
On this ~~ day of April, 2012. 
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December 2, 2011 
STATE OF IDAHO 
OFFICE OF THE AlTORNEY GENERAL 
LAWRENCE G. WASDEN 
SPECIAL DEPUTY ATIORNEY GENERJ~L APPOINTMENT 
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: 
Edwin L. Litteneker, Attorney at Law, P. 0. Box 321, Lewiston, Idaho 83501-0321, is 
hereby appointed Special Deputy Attorney General for the purpose of representing the 
State of Idaho in any appeal from a hearing officer's decision in Idaho Transportation 
Department District 2 filed pursuant to the· authority of Idaho Code § 18-8002A, 
Automatic License Suspension Program. 
This letter of appointment will be included in the files of any court case, hearing, or other 
matter in which he represents the State of Idaho in these appeals. This appointment is 
effective through December 31, 2012. 
Any courtesies you can extend to Mr. Litteneker in his conduct of business for the State 
of Idaho, as my delegate, will be appreciated. 
Sincerely, 
LAWRENCE G. WASDEN 
Attorney General 
LGW:blm 
P.O. Box 83720, Boise, Idaho 83720-001 O 
Telephone: (208) 334·2400, FAX: {208) 854-8071 
Located at 700 W. Jefferson Street, Suite ~10 
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JOHN WALKER, 
Walker & Pattinson 
Attorneys at Law 
1208 Alturas Drive 
P.O. Box 8447 
Moscow, Idaho 83843 
Telephone: (208) 882-4536 
Facsimile: (208) 882-4580 
ISB #1512 
Attorneys for Petitioner-Respondent 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
WILLIAM TROTTIER 
Petitioner-Respondent, 
vs. 
STATE OF IDAHO 
TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT, 
Respondent-Appellant 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Case No.: CV-2011-1163 
REQUEST ADDIUONAL 
TRANSCRIPT AND RECORD 
i 
i ~ ' ' 
i 
TO: THE ABOVE NAMED APPELLANT, STATE OF IDAHO TRANSPORTATION 
DEPARTMENT, AND YOUR ATTORNEY, EDWIN L. LITTENEKER, SPECIAL DEPUTY 
ATTORNEY GENERAL IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT, P.O. Box 321, 
LEWISTON, IDAHO, 83501, AND THE CLERK OF THE ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT: 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that the Respondent in the above-entitled appeal hereby 
requests pursuant to Rule 19, LA. R., the inclusion of the following material in the Reporter's 
Transcript and the Clerk's Record and Agency's Record in addition to that which was requested 
by the Appellant, State of Idaho Transpiration Department. Any additional transcript is to be 
provided in hard copy. 
REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL 
TRANSCRIPT AND RECORD 
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The Appellant in paragraph 6 of the Notice of Appeal requested the following: "6. The 
Appellant requests the clerk's record be prepared as provided for under Idaho Appellate Rule 
28(a)(l) including the Department's Administrative Record and the Transcript of the 
Department's Administrative Hearing." 
The attorney for Respondent has reviewed Idaho Appellate Rule 28, and there does not 
appear to be a Rule 28 (a)(l). Therefore, for purposes of clarification, Respondent requests that 
the Clerk's and Agency's record automatically include all pleadings and documents that are 
contained in the Clerk's and Agency's records, including the standard records articulated in 
I.AR. 28(b )(1) and (3 ). By way of clarification the Respondent requests that the Clerk's record 
and Agency record include, but not be limited to all documents and exhibits, including the 
following: 
Please see the Agency'Recordfiled in CV-2011-1069 dated October 31, 2011, signed by 
Beth Schiller, Idaho Transportation Department, consisting of two (2) pages and incorporated 
herein as Exhibit A. 
It is specifically, requested that said Agency Record include the DVD of the audio and 
video that contains and memorializes the events that occuned on the evening of September 3, 
2011. 
Furthermore, it is requested that the transcript include the Petitioner William Trottier' s 
Brief filed in CV-2011-1069 on December 7, 2011; The State of Idaho Transportation 
Department's Brief; and the Petitioner William Trottier's Reply Brief filed on January 11, 2012. 
It is furthermore requested that the record include the Reporter's transcript of the hearing 
that occurred before Administrative Hearing Examiner Skip Carter on September 26, 2011. 
Furthermore, that the record include the Order entered by District Judge John R. Stegner 
on March 29, 2012, and include the full court Reporter's transcript of the hearing that occurred 
on Monday, March 19, 2012. 
REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL 
TRANSCRIPT AND RECORD 
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2 
It is further requested that the record include the agency record that was filed in Latah 
County Case Number CV-2011-1163 signed by Beth Schiller; Idaho Transportation Department 
on November 22, 2011, consisting of two (2) pages and incorporated herein as Exhibit B. 
Please include the full court Reporter's transcript from the October 11, 2011 hearing 
before Hearing Officer Michael Howell regarding Mr. Trottier's CDL hearing. 
Fmihermore, that the record include the Petitioner William Trottier's Brief Regarding 
Commercial Driver's License filed in Latah County Case Number CV-2011-1163 on 'January 11, 
2011; the Brief of the Idaho Transportation Department filed in Latah County Case Number CV-
2011-1163 on February 14, 2012; and the Reply Brief and Motion for Leave to Present 
Additional Evidence filed by William Trottier in Latah County Case Number CV-2011-1163 on 
February 23, 2012. 
It is further requested that the transcript include the Order Vacating Commercial Driver's 
License Suspension and Remanding to Idaho Transportation Department with Instructions to 
Reinstate Driver's License executed by Judge Stegner on March 29, 2012. 
I certify that a copy of this Request for Additional Transcript has been served on the court 
Reporter, Sheryl L. Engler at the Latah County Courthouse in Moscow, Idaho 83843. It is 
estimated that the number of pages are less than seventy-five (75). It is noted that in the Notice of 
Appeal, the Appellant, State of Idaho Transportation Department has stated in paragraph 7(b ): 
"That the Clerk of the District Court has been paid the estimated fee for the preparation of the 
rep01ier' s transcript." 
I further certify that this request for additional record has been served upon the Clerk of 
the District Court and upon all parties require to be served pursuant to Rule 20, including Edwin 
L. Litteneker as Special Deputy Attorney General. 
REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL 
TRANSCRIPT AND RECORD 
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3 
this 14th day of May, 2012. 
/Tuhn W. Wal er, P. A. 
(_i\,tkff~ey for Petitioner-Respondent 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the 14111 day of May, 2012, I served a true and correct copy of the 
foregoing document by the method indicated and addressed to the following: 
Mr. Edwin L. Litteneker 
Special Deputy Attorney General 
Idaho Transportation Depmiment 
P.O. Box 321 
Lewiston, ID 83501 
Ms. Sheryl Engler 
Court Reporter 
Latah County Courthouse 
P.O. Box 8068 
Moscow, ID 83843 
Ms. Terry Odenborg 
District Court Clerk 
Latah County Courthouse 
P.O. Box 8068 
Moscow, ID 83843 
Mr. William Trottier 
1753 East F Street 
Moscow, ID 83843 
REQUEST FOR ADDITIONAL 
TRANSCRIPT AND RECORD 
U.S. Mail 
---
Hand Delivered 
---
___ Overnight Mail 
---=..;X=--- Facsimile (208) 798-83 87 
___ U.S. Mail 
Hand Delivered 
---
___ Overnight Mail 
X Facsimile (208) 883-2259 
X U.S. Mail 
Hand Delivered 
---
___ Overnight Mail 
X Facsimile (208) 883-2259 
X U.S. Mail 
Hand Delivered 
---
___ Overnight Mail 
Facsimile 
---
ohn W. alker ~~ 
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BETH SCHILLER 
ADMIN!STRATIVJE ASSIST ANT, DRIVER SERVICES 
IDAHO TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT 
3311 WEST STATE STREET 
POST OFFICE Box 7129 
BOISE ID 83 707-1129 
TELEPHONE: (208) 334-8755 
FACSfMILE: (208) 332-2002 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
William Richard Trottier, 
PETITIONER, CASENO .. 
v. 
AGENCY RECORD 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION, 
RESPONDENT, 
THE FOLLOWING IS A LISTING OF THE DOCUMENTS CONSTITUTING THE AGENCY RECORD IN THIS 
MATTER: 
INDEX OF DOCUMENTS 
Description 
Notice of Suspension 
Evidentiary Test Results 
Calibration Check 
Instrument Operation Logsheet 
Sworn Statement 
Copy of Citation #ISP0098436 
Envelope from Law Enforcement Agency 
Certification of Receipt of Law Enforcement 
Documents 
Petitioner's Request for Hearing 
Petitioner's Driver License Record 
STATE'S EXHIBIT 1 
STATE'S EXHIBIT 2 
STATE'S EXHIBIT 3 
STATE'S EXHIBIT 4 
STATE'S EXHIBIT 5 
STATE'S EXHIBIT 6 
STATE'S EXHIBIT 7 
STATE'S EXHIBIT 8 
. STATE'S EXHIBIT 9 
STATE'S EXHIBIT 10 
Page Number 
1-2 
3 
4 
5 
6-9 
10 
11 
12 
13-14 
15-18 
Evidence PETITIONER'S EXHIBIT A DVD 
19-29 
30-33 
34-43 
44-47 
48-49 
50-51 
52 
Memorandum Opinion PETITIONER'S EXHIBIT B 
Notice of Telephone Hearing 
Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law and Order 
Petition for Judicial Review 
ExParte Motion for Stay Pending Appeal 
Order for Stay Pending Appeal 
Correspondence - Transcript 
Correspondence - Transcript (2) 
Request for Copy of Agency Record 
DATED THIS 3 lST DAY OF OCTOBER, 2011. 
53 
54-56 
xX .eA& A-r; A~ 
·'Beth-Schiller :? 
Idaho Transportation Department 
Al 2 
BETH SCHILLER 
ADMINlfSTRATIVJE ASSIST ANT, 
IDAHO TRANSPORTATION 
3311 WEST STATE STREET 
POST OFFICE Box 7129 
BOISE ID 83707-1129 
TELEPHONE: (208) 334-8755 
FACSIMILE: (208) 332-2002 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, fr,J AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
William Richard Trottier, 
Petitioner, 
v. 
State of Idaho, 
Department of Transportation 
Respondent. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
AGENCY RECORD 
THE FOLLOWING rs A LISTING OF THE DOCUMENTS CONSTITUTING THE AGENCY RECORD IN THIS MATTER: 
INDEX OF DOCU1"1El"ITS 
Description 
Notice of Lifetime Disqualification 
Request for Hearing 
Notice of Telephone Hearing 
Copy of Petitioner's Driver's License Record 
Correspondence 
Findings of Fact 
Petition for Judicial Review 
Exparte Motion for Stay 
Order for Stay 
Correspondence - Transcription Request 
Correspondence - Transcription Request (2) 
Request for Copy of Agency Record 
Page Number 
1-3 
4-7 
8 
9-12 
13-34 
35-39 
40-47 
48-49 
50-51 
52 
53 
54-56 
14 
DATED THIS 22ND DAY OF NOVEMBER, 201 L 
d-,J-?f:A_, AlcA.fi--~~h~ 
Beth Schiller 
Idaho Transportation Department 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
WILLIAM TROTTIER, 
Petitioner/ Respondent, 
vs. 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT, 
Respondent/ Appellant. 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
Supreme Court Case No. 39949-2012 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 
RE: EXHIBITS 
~~~~~~~~~) 
I, Ranae Converse, Deputy Court Clerk of the District Court of the Second Judicial 
District of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Latah, do hereby certify that the 
Transcript of the Administrative License Suspension Hearing held on October 11, 2011, 
and the Transcript of the Appellate Argument held on March 19, 2012, will be lodged 
with the Clerk of the Supreme Court in accordance with the Appellate Rules and will be 
lodged as an exhibit as provided by Rule 31(a)(3), IAR 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I ha,ve set my hand and affixed the seal of 
said Court at Moscow, Idaho this \;~'~#day of _..:::_~cl...L;:c::::::.... ___ 2012. 
Susan R Petersen, Clerk of the 
District Court, Latah County, ID 
Deputy Clerk 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE RE: EXHIBITS - 1 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OJF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
) 
) 
WILLIAM TROTTIER, ) 
) 
Petitioner/ Respondent, ) 
) 
vs. ) 
) 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT, ) 
) 
Respondent/ Appellant. ) 
~~~~~~~~-) 
Supreme Court Case No. 39949-2012 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE 
I, Ranae Converse, Deputy Court Clerk of the District Court of the Second Judicial 
District of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Latah, do hereby certify that the 
above and foregoing transcript in the above entitled cause was compiled and bound 
under my direction as, and is a true, full, complete and correct transcript of the pleadings 
and documents as are automatically required under Rule 28 of the Idaho Appellate Rules. 
I do further certify that all exhibits, offered or admitted in the above entitled cause 
will be duly lodged with the Clerk of the Supreme Court along with the court reporter's 
transcript and the clerk's record, as required by Rule 31 of the Idaho Appellate Rules. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of 
CLERK'S CERTIFICATE - 1 
Susan R. Petersen, Clerk of the 
District Court, Latah County, ID 
Deputy Clerk 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE SECOND JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF LATAH 
) 
) 
WILLIAM TROTTIER, ) 
) 
Petitioner/ Respondent, ) 
) 
vs. ) 
) 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT, ) 
) 
Respondent/ Appellant. ) 
~~~~~~~~-) 
Supreme Court Case No. 39949-2012 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I, Ranae Converse, Deputy Court Clerk of the District Court of the Second Judicial District of 
the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Latah, do hereby certify that I have mailed, by United 
States mail, one copy of the Clerk's Record to each of the attorneys of record in this cause as follows: 
JOHN W. WALKER 
ATTORNEY AT LAW 
P.O. BOX 8447 
MOSCOW, ID 83843 
EDWIN L. LITTENEKER 
SPECIAL DEPUTY ATTORNEY GENERAL 
322 MAIN STREET 
LEWISTON, ID 83501 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of said Court at 
Moscow, Idaho this J:3·Haay of--"-!~~~-----~ 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
Susan R. Petersen, Clerk of the 
District Court, Latah County, ID 
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